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ABSTRACT
In light of BP (British Petroleum) oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010, and despite
the government’s "all hands on deck" approach to combating the oil spill, there was no
effective technology for removing, recovering, and cleaning up oil spills or oil slicks from
the surface of sea water and shorelines. A new class of polyolefin copolymers with an
interpenetrating network (IPN) structure is considered as a practical and comprehensive
solution for oil spill recovery and cleanup.
After discussing some background information (Chapter 1) and current sorbent
technology (Chapter 2), I will explain my research approach and experimental results,
involving various polyolefin absorbent materials for oil and hydrocarbon spill recovery.
To understand the structure-property relationship in polyolefin absorption capacity and
kinetics, a systematic study (Chapter 3) was first conducted using a series of semicrystalline ethylene/1-octene copolymers (LLDPE thermoplastics with a broad range of
crystallinity) and amorphous cross-linked 1-decene/DVB (x-D/DVB) copolymers
(elastomers with a wide variety of crosslinking density). They are swellable but not soluble
in any hydrocarbon liquids under ambient temperature conditions. The absorption
evaluation involved various hydrocarbon liquids, including solvents (hexane, cyclohexane,
and toluene), refined oil products (gasoline, diesel, and petroleum oil) and Alaska North
Slope (ANS) crude oil. In general, the absorption capacity is controlled by the network
structure. The maximum absorption capacities of semi-crystalline LLDPE and amorphous
x-D/DVB elastomer with toluene can reach 35 and 43 times that of the polymer mass,
respectively. However, with the complex oils, the absorption profile is determined by a
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combination of absorbate composition and absorbent network structure and morphology.
Both polymer systems exhibit poor absorption performance with ANS crude oil.
The systematic study provides important information about how the polymer structure
and morphology affects the hydrocarbon absorption capacity and kinetics. Thus, a new
polyolefin IPN structure was designed and fabricated by the combination of two polyolefin
copolymers, including semicrystalline LLDPE thermoplastics and amorphous x-D/DVB
elastomers (Chapter 4). The IPN structure allows the formation of porous morphology with
relatively high free volume between two intertwined rigid and soft polymer chains, which
enhances the diffusion of highly viscous hydrocarbon liquids and the swelling capacity of
the polymer matrix. Some resulting polyolefin IPN structures show a very high
hydrocarbon absorption capacity (>40 times by weight) and fast kinetics for all examined
hydrocarbon absorbates, independent on the type of organic solvents and oils. The selective
oil absorption (without water) offers buoyancy, stability, and easy recovery on water
surfaces. In addition, the recovered oil swollen gel, containing >97% oil and <3%
polyolefin (which is completely thermally degradable to small hydrocarbon molecules), is
suitable for the regular oil-refining process (an economical, no waste, and no pollutant
approach).
Once the desirable polyolefin IPN structure was validated in the laboratory, a scale-up
study was performed with the target of developing a commercial process that can be used
for the large-scale production (Chapter 5). More than 20 pounds polyolefin IPN material
have been delivered to DOI BSEE for an operational test at the Ohmsett (NJ, USA) facility.
They had successfully examined the recovery of ANS crude oil spilled in seawater (salinity
29-33 ppt) under outdoor cool weather environment with similar 40 times ANS oil
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absorption capacity and fast kinetics. In addition, the tests were focused on the recovery of
resulting absorbed oil adduct (gels) on the water surface by skimmers and the pumping
ability of the fully swollen gel by common crude oil delivery methods.
In economic considerations, polyolefins are the least expensive polymeric
materials, with a large production capability in the United States and around the world.
With a conservative estimate, the production cost of new polyolefin INP material may be
below $2 per pound in the large-scale industrial production. One pound of this polymer
with 40 times absorption capacity can recover more than 5 gallons of the spilled oil (that
would become pollutant/waste) to be used as regular crude oil that is worth more than $8
(based on $60/barrel). Most importantly, it can mitigate the huge environmental impacts
caused by oil spills.
Overall, this new polyolefin IPN absorbent material exhibits a combination of
benefits in oil recovery and cleanup, including
(i)

High oil absorption capability (over 30 g/g)

(ii)

Fast kinetics (30 times within 2 hr)

(iii)

No water absorption

(iv)

Easy recovery from water surface and transporting to storage tank

(v)

The recovered oil-swelled i-Petrogel as regular crude oil for refinery

(vi)

No waste in natural resources and no air/water pollutions

(vii)

Cost effective and economic feasible.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Massive oil spillage is always considered as a challenging task around the world. This
spillage is mostly caused by cracking of storage tanks and pipes and tanker ship accidents.
The number of oil spill accidents on offshore oil rigs is increasing while tanker ship
accidents tend to decrease every year. Although less than 8% of petroleum out of total oil
production in North American Ocean is produced by offshore oil rigs, concerns over oil
spillage prevail due to the cost associated with these incidents (Figure 1.1). Therefore,
further research is necessary to develop advanced technology for removing crude oil
spillage from the water surface.

Figure 1-1. Direct cleanup cost for the top ten oil spills, 1970 to 2010. (Anne Casselman,
Popular Mechanics, 2015)
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Unlike other refined fuels or light oils, removing crude oil on the water surface is costinefficient and time-consuming due to its weathering and high viscosity. Unfortunately,
crude oil spillage on the ocean and shorelines also causes a long-term impact on the marine
environment.1 In the event of an oil spillage in a remote ocean, a fast response is required.
However, the "weathering" process (i.e. spreading, emulsification, and evaporation) of
spilled oil makes it harder to get rid of spilled oil from the water surface when it exposed
to the open environment (Figure 1.2). The crude oil coats the rock surfaces, animal skins,
shorelines, and it can block the sunlight and reduce air circulation in the ocean. 2 If the
crude oil stays on the water surface for few days, the oil will become completely emulsified
in water, which makes it even harder to minimize the long-term environmental impact. 3

Figure 1-2. Schematic illustration of an oil weathering process. (ITOPF image)
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1.2 Current Technologies in Oil Spill Response
Several standard methods are commonly applied to combat an oil spill on the open sea,
including booms, oil skimmers, dispersant, in situ burns and sorbents (Figure 1.3). 4–6
Booms create a boundary around contained oil and prevent the spreading of oil, helping to
pick up oil by a skimmer. However, heavy wind or unsteady ocean currents prevent booms
from reaching their full potential as an initial response to trap oil from the water surface.
The in situ burn of oil, is limited to conditions such as fresh oil under good weather
condition. Additionally, burning can create micro dust and release toxic gas into the air
which can affect the ecosystem. Bioremediation agents or chemical oil dispersant can be
applied on a large oil spilled area to break down oil into a smaller size of dispersed oil
droplets.7 However, there are concerns that environmental tradeoff such as tar balls and
difficult to pick up the oil by the skimmer.

Figure 1-3. Current techniques in oil spill response.8
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These traditional remediation methods have been used for years to treat oil spillage,
but they are cost-inefficient both in terms of labor and equipment. The United States Coast
Guard reported that only 10 percent of the 2010 BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico was
removed by skimmer. 42 million gallons of dispersants were used in the Gulf, and the
negative impact on the ecosystem is obvious, but it was the fastest way to remove massive
amounts of oil from the water surface. With current methods, most of the spilled oils are
wasted, becoming pollutants in air and waters. Recovering even small fractions of oil
generates a large quantity waste. About 40,000 tons of solid waste and more than 7.7
million gallons of oily liquid waste have been collected in the BP oil spill. They are treated
as an industrial waste, so they are only allowed to be buried at specially-designated dumps. 9
Herein, we refer to this as secondary pollution.
Sorbents are the most often used the method to cleanup small scale oil spillage and
prevent oil spreading.10–14 For example, polypropylene sorbent pad (PP pad) has been used
for shoreline oil spill area. However, the PP pad is not useful for large oil spills. It is only
effective for light oils due to it’s low swelling capacity. Also, after oil is absorbed, the PP
pad cannot be recycled and must be disposed of in a landfill. Although many sorbent
technologies have been studied for recovering the crude oil spillage, they also show limits,
such as cost-inefficiency, low absorbing capacity, and low recyclability. 15 To improve
these inefficiencies; the research has to be continued to find new material, structure, and
functionality of sorbents. The suitable sorbent should recover the spilled crude oil with fast
kinetics, high capacity, cost-effective, and without secondary pollution.
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1.3 Crude Oils
Crude oil consists of different size hydrocarbons and various organic compounds (tars,
wax-like hydrocarbons) and can be converted into petroleum-based fuels (diesel, gasoline,
other fuel oils, and gas). Crude oil varies greatly in properties (density, viscosity, and
solubility) depending on the geographical location of oil fields (Table 2.1). Crude oil
arrives in the United States from many different areas like Texas, Alaska, western Canada
or the Middle East and South America by marine tankers.
In this research, we mainly focused on Alaska Northslope (ANS) crude oil which
consists of aliphatic hydrocarbons (65-75%) and aromatic hydrocarbons (15-20%), with
the molecular size from C5 to C20 and some non-volatile waxes, asphalts, resins, and a few
inorganic impurities (Figure 1.4). ANS crude oil tends to mix quickly with water and from
15-20 % of the composition evaporates in the first day of a spill. Furthermore, ANS crude
oil forms a stable oil/water mixture up to 60-80% water content, and it changes the physical
properties of the oil. The oil/water mixture is densified and the oil changes color from dark
brown to light brown during emulsifying. The continued exposure of weathered oil to wave
action continues to stretch and tear patches of the mousse into smaller bits, resulting in
small patches, and tiny tar balls.
Based on a US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) study on the
1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill in, Alaska, the weathering of ANS spill oil starts as soon as it
is exposed to the open environment (wave, the wind, temperature, sunlight, microbes). 16
The more exposed to the elements oil is, the more rapidly it weathers and more difficult it
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becomes to be recovered. Thus, it is essential to develop an oil spill recovery strategy that
also offers a fast response to prevent weathering of spilled crude oil.

Table 1-1. Various oil-spill sorbent materials.
Name

δ (cal/cm3)1/2

water

23.5

dimethylformamide

12.1

Benzene

9.15

THF

9.3

polystyrene

9.1

toluene

8.9

n-heptane

7.4

crude oil

7.0-10.017

7

Figure 1-4. The oil composition of ANS crude oil.
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1.4 Hydrogels and Petrogels
Hydrogels are hydrophilic polymers that feature three-dimensional (3-D) networks in
aqueous solution when they swelled; They are widely used in many commercial
applications, including personal hygiene, biomedical, and agrochemical products due to
their high affinity for water.18–21 Most of the hydrogels are formed based on acrylate,
methacrylate and cellulose polymers with hydrophilic (polar and ionic) moieties in the side
chains.22–24 Interestingly, some superabsorbent hydrogels (SAPs) can absorb water up to a
thousand times their own dry weight.25 The swelling (absorption) capacity of hydrogel
depends on the number of ionic groups in hydrogels. The counterions must remain in the
gel for charge neutrality and make a huge osmotic pressure that swells the hydrogel.
Also, the swelling ratio depends on the crosslinking density. However, it is challenging
to prepare a completely connected 3-D network with a very low crosslinking density which
tends to be soft and floppy in some low Tg rubbery materials. These properties do not allow
the preparation of a product with high surface area to enhance absorption kinetics.
Theoretically, absorbents with high swelling capacity like hydrogel can be developed after
designing oil absorbent with low crosslinking density and high oil affinity. Petrogels are
the opposite of Hydrogels. They are hydrophobic hydrocarbon networks and are swollen
by hydrocarbon (oil) molecules with high oil absorption capacity (oil-SAP). Our group has
designed and investigated a series of the polyolefin based on oil-SAP copolymer networks
(Petrogels) that are composed of aliphatic and aromatic side chains that have similar
solubility parameters with the hydrocarbon (oil) solutes. These oil-SAP materials are
amorphous with lightly crosslinked structure, which showed rapid oil swelling kinetics
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with up to 45 times absorption capacity with a crude containing 70% volatile light oils and
30% nonvolatile heavy oils. According to the experimental results, polyolefin based oilSAP copolymer network has not only high oil absorption capacity but also is applicable to
a broad range of organic solvents and refined oil products. However, they are not effective
for the complex crude oils with a broad range of chemical compositions and high viscosity,
for which they show slow kinetics and low absorption capacity.
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1.5 Adsorption and Absorption Mechanisms
A sorbent is a material that recovers liquids through either absorption, or adsorption,
or both mechanisms (Figure 1.5). Adsorption occurs only on the surfaces of the substrate
with the diffusion of the adsorbate into the interstices by the capillary effect. 27 The
adsorption capacity is linearly proportional to the specific surface area of the sorbent. 28
Many adsorbents with high surface areas are used for various sorption (storage)
applications, especially for gas molecules.28–32 However, the weak liquid-substrate
interaction at the surfaces usually causes an easy bleeding of the liquid under a slight
external force.33
Absorption occurs when the absorbate penetrates into the absorbent matrix and expands
its volume (swelling).34–36 When a gas or liquid is absorbed inside the substrate, absorption
cannot be reversed by single force which is suitable for long-term liquid or gas storage
applications. As expected, the degree of swelling in the matrix determines the absorption
capacity (1000X for superabsorbent hydrogels).37–39 However, except for some
superabsorbent hydrogels, volume expansion speed is relatively slow to reach the
saturation level in most cases.40–44 The saturation level is affected by the combination of
crosslinking density and the polymer-solvent interaction, as explained by Flory-Rehner. 45–
49

Figure 1-5. Schematic illustration of adsorption (left) and absorption (right) mechanism.
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1.6 Synopsis of Research
As will be discussed in Chapter 2, all currently reported hydrocarbon (oil) sorbent
materials show a significant shortfall in their performance for oil spill recovery and
cleanup. Some of them capture more water than hydrocarbons. A new oil-SAP material is
clearly needed, which would exhibit a combination of high sorption capacity and kinetics,
oil selectivity (no water), and be cost-effective. Polyolefin represents an important family
of hydrophobic/oleophilic polymers; with a broad range of commercial applications due to
the combination of tough thermoplastic properties, excellent stability, and low cost. They
are downstream petroleum products with naturally good affinity for hydrocarbons,
including solvents, refined oil products, and crude oil itself. However, due to chemistry
difficulties, there are only a few polyolefin compositions available. In the past three
decades, our group has developed several chemical routes, with the combination of singlesite metallocene catalysts and selective comonomers and chain transfer agents, to prepare
many new polyolefin compositions and structures, including functional and crosslinked
polyoelfins. Some of the polyolefin copolymers were also applied to hydrocarbon
absorbents (Petrogels) with good absorption capacity for solvents and light oil products.
They showed several advantages over the commercial sorbents. However, the low crude
oil absorption capacity and slow kinetics were also evident and had hindered the
implementation of these materials in crude oil spill cleanup applications. There were some
attempts to increase the surface area of the absorbent to facilitate the crude oil diffusion
into the polyolefin network. However, the experiment was not successful due to the
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instability of the porous morphology in a soft hydrocarbon network with low crosslinking
density.50,51
In this thesis, I will discuss how we overcame the problems (bleeding, low capacity,
poor oil/water selectivity and low recycability) by developing a new polyolefin-based
interpenetrating polymer network (IPN) that is composed of a semi-crystalline LLDPE
thermoplastic and an amoprhous crosslinked 1-decene/divinylbenzene (x-D/DVB)
elastomer, called i-Petrogel. IPN refers to two polymer networks in which different
morphology coexist, and having a network that is homogeneous. The combination of rigid
and soft polyolefin chains with the IPN structure allows the formation of porous
morphology and eases crude oil penetration into the polymer matrix, which increases the
crude oil absorption capacity and kinetics. This new i-Petrogel material can effectively
transform a marine oil spill into a floating solid (oil swelled gel), ready for collection
(recovery by skimmer and transported by pumping). The recovered material is suitable for
refining as a regular crude oil (no disposal issues and no waste in natural resources).
Specifically, Chapter 3 will summarize a systematic study on individual semi-crystalline
polyolefin thermoplastics and amorphous cross-linked polyolefin elastomers to understand
their structure-property relationships with various hydrocarbon liquids, including solvents
(hexane, cyclohexane, and toluene), refined oil products (gasoline, diesel, and petroleum
oil) and Alaska North Slope (ANS) crude oil. Chapter 4 will explain the experimental
results and the molecular design that lead to the discovery of i-Petrogel with the most
suitable composition. Once the i-Petrogel absorbent was validated on the laboratory scale,
a scale-up study was performed with the target of developing a commercial process that
can be used in large-scale production. Chapter 5 explains the experimental details to scale
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up i-Petrogel material with consistently high quality. This chapter will also include the
operational testing results conducted by Department of the Interior (DOI), Bureau of Safety
and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE) at the Ohmsett (government-owned) facility. The
last Chapter will provide some comments and suggestions for future research.
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Chapter 2
Current Oil Sorbent Materials

2.1 Introduction
As previously discussed, crude oil spill in the sea is of continuing concern due to the
long-term impacts to the marine environment.52–55 The currently-used remediation methods
(booms and skimmers, dispersants, and in situ burning) to combat the oil spill are not
effective. Especially, dispersants create tar balls into ocean which are more harmful to food
chain than crude oil itself. These concerns have prompted the desire to investigate some
more efficient remediation technologies that can directly remove oil from water. 63–69
Currently, sorbents are mostly used to recover (also prevent) oil spillage on the shoreline
areas or the small oil spills in different manufacturing and service facilities. 63 Due to
economic and environmental reasons, many research activities are focused on natural
sorption materials, such as various porous inorganic materials and biodegradable organic
products. However, most of them are hydrophilic in nature and only show limited oil
sorption capacity and also absorb water, thus making the recovered solids unsuitable for
calcinations; most of them end up in the landfills, causing secondary pollution.
Polymers are the primary materials used to make commercial sorbents.72–74 It is
relatively easy to produce the porous structure with high surface area that is necessary to
enhance the oil adsorption kinetics and capacity.67 A broad range of modified and synthetic
polymers have also been investigated involving both sorption mechanisms, including
adsorption (surface sorption) mechanism and absorption (matrix sorption/swelling)
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mechanism. The most attractive property of polymeric sorbents is their diversity in forming
various structures and surfaces. It has been shown that by adjusting these parameters
(details discussed in the following sections), can enhance oil sorption performance.
Furthermore, the synthetic polymers represent the reliable, scalable, and low to moderate
cost resources, which is an important consideration for dealing with the massive scale of
oil spill cleanup application.68
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Figure 2-1. Commercial sorbents including polypropylene pads, paper waste booms.

Fiber-based polypropylene (PP) pads (made from meltblown PP fibers) are one of the
most used polymeric sorbents (Figure 2.1), which are based on the adsorption mechanism.
The PP pad selectively adsorbs oil (no water) in their interstices via capillary action.
However, for large-scale crude oil spilled on the distant ocean, the PP pad shows some
shortfalls. It only exhibits a relatively low crude oil adsorption capacity (<10g/g) and is
expensive for large-scale application. In addition, due to the weak oil-substrate interaction
(adsorption mechanism), the fiber-based absorbers exhibit many disadvantages, including
failure to maintain oil of low viscosity and easy re-bleeding of adsorbed oil under a slight
external force. Once the PP pad adsorbs oil it causes another environmental concern due to
the fact oil can not squeeze out or separate from the pad hence it must be disposed of in a
landfill.69
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Polymer absorbent provides enough swelling space to overcome the adsorption
drawback with high sorption capacity and the retention of absorbed liquid. To prevent the
dissolution of the polymer in oil or hydrocarbon solvents, it is necessary to form a
crosslinked network structure. Some reports are disclosing the usage of hydrophobic alkyl
acrylate oil absorbents, such as cross-linked styrene/acrylate, 1-octene/acrylate, and
octadecene/maleic anhydride copolymers.41,70,71 However, these resins contain some
hydrophilic polar groups and require an additional procedure for cross-linking reaction
after copolymerization. Also, this method has the drawback of a long absorbing time,
especially for aliphatic hydrocarbon components. Some synthesized rubbers, such as
polybutadiene, butyl rubber, SBR, and EPDM, were modified (grafting and cross-linking)
to achieve the network structure for oil absorption.38,72,73 However, the solution crosslinking is hardly controlled due to the combination of broad molecular weight distribution
and composition distribution in the polymer and some side reactions; they usually require
extensive solvent extraction to remove the soluble fraction. The resulting sol-free materials
possess various degrees of cross-linking density, reducing the overall oil swelling
capability. Some methods, (i.e. milling, electrospinning, and foaming of the oil absorbents)
to increase specific surface area,74–76 have also been applied to improve oil absorption
kinetics.
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Recently, several papers74,75 applied the high surface area materials, including
nanowire membranes, nanocellulose aerogels, and carbon nanotube aerogels, to increase
oil adsorption capacity. However, the treatment of the recovered solid absorbents is always
a major concern, including waste disposal, recyclability, biodegradability, and cost.
Overall, it is still a major scientific challenge to develop a suitable oil-superabsorbent
polymeric (oil-SAP) material that can offer a comprehensive solution for combating future
oil spills.
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This chapter reviews the major advances in designing sorbent materials with both
adsorption and absorption mechanisms. The discussion focuses on the research approaches
that can improve oil recovery performance. After a brief review of the general adsorption
behaviors of natural sorbent materials, I will concentrate on the synthetic polymer
adsorbents that are usually in the form of foams and fibers. They exhibit high specific
surface area and fast liquid (adsorbate) diffusion kinetics. Some experimental results
explain the effect of a porous morphology on the oil/water selectivity and overall oil
adsorption capacity and kinetics. In the next section, I will discuss surface modification
and wettability of adsorbents to improve their hydrophobicity and oleophilicity for
enhancing oil/water adsorption selectivity and overall capacity. Lastly, the discussion will
move to the hydrocarbon polymers with absorption mechanism, especially polyolefins that
are downstream petroleum products with good affinity for oil (hydrocarbon) molecules. In
this absorption mechanism, the oil/water selectivity is usually excellent. However, the oil
absorption performance is controlled by a combination of polymer swelling ability and the
diffusion rate of specific oil molecules.
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2.2 Natural Sorbents
Natural sorbents can be categorized into two major classes: inorganic mineral products
and organic vegetable products. Mineral products, including perlite, vermiculites, and
sorbent clay, do not show adequate buoyancy retention and exhibit low oil sorption
capacity. Except for low cost, they are not considered as candidates for remediating large
scale oil spills. On the other hand, some organic vegetable products, such as cotton fibers,
flax, and kapok, are widely used for shoreline oil spill remediation due to the sorbents being
non-toxic and can be easily handled by people.79–83 However, most of these natural sorbents
have low oil/water selectivity.83 Thus, overall oil adsorption capacity is relatively lower
than oleophilic polymeric sorbents and these create a problem for disposing of the
recovered oil sorbent wastes.
Previous studies have demonstrated that oil/water selectivity of the natural sorbent can
be enhanced by surface modification.85 Wang et al., demonstrated a kapok fiber with
further enhanced hydrophobicity and oleophilicity by incorporating silica nanoparticles
with many long alkyl chains on the surface of kapok fiber, which involves the application
of the hydrolyzed dodecyltrimethoxysilane (DTMS) (Figure 2.2a). Removal of the plant
wax of the kapok fiber is the key step to incorporate the nanoparticles that reveals the
hydrophobic effect on the surface of kapok fiber. In addition, the treated surface becomes
rough and improves the surface area of the kapok fiber (Figure 2.2b). Consequently, the
treated surface has low surface energy which increases its oil affinity (Figure 2.2c). The
sorption capacity of treated kapok fiber is about 46.9 g/g for diesel and 58.8 g/g for soybean
oil. These results suggest that the treatment of natural sorbents with silica nanoparticles are
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an effective way to improve the oil/water selectivity and oil absorption capacity. However,
this study did not discuss the sorption performance of crude oil and the issues associated
with the adsorption mechanism and natural products discussed in the previous section.
Natural sorbents are not suitable for large oil spillage such as the BP oil spill because
natural absorbents are not readilty availble in large quantities (needs more than 44 million
kilograms base on 10 times oil adsorption capacity to remove 110 million gallons on spilled
oil).

Figure 2-2. (a) Schematic image of surface treatment of kapok fiber. (b) SEM image of raw
(left) and coated (right) kapok fiber. (c) Image of a water droplet on the surface treated
kapok fiber surface. (d) Oil sorption capacities of raw and treated kapok fiber with various
oils.86
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2.3 Polymeric Adsorbents with Porous Morphology
Polymeric adsorbents with a porous morphology have been intensely studied over the
last decades for oil cleanup due to their high specific surface areas, fast kinetics, and
moderate prices.85,86 Polymer foam adsorbents provide some advantages; easily scalable
fabrication, light weight, fast kinetics, and simple operation procedure comparing to many
other oil cleanup methods.88–90 In early 1971, Pier et al. 92 performed oil sorption tests with
twenty different types of sorbent materials, including cellulose fiber, polystyrene (PS),
polypropylene (PP), and polyurethane (PU) foams. When using PU foam for Bunker C oil
(high viscosity fuel oil) sorption, the result showed highest oil sorption capacity (79 g/g).
However, the results also revealed that the water sorption capacity (80.0 g/g) was also high,
which reduces the oil sorption capacity of PU foam in removing the spilled oil on the water
surface (poor oil/water selectivity).
Recently, Peng et al.,93 fabricated a hydrophobic PU sponge that was modified by
hydrolysis and polymerization of trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS)/tetracthoxysilane (TEOS)
to improve hydrophobicity (Figure 2.3a). It was demonstrated that the as-prepared
polyurethane sponge shows random roughness and spherical particles on the surface
(Figure 2.3b,c). This spherical particle increased the surface roughness and anchored the
hydrophobic group (-CH3) onto the porous structure of the PU sponge which is essential
for the selectivity of the water and oil. In addition, this hydrophobic PU foam can be reused
for many cycles (Figure 2.2d) However; the PU sponge still had some interspaces after the
oil adsorption; hence water diffused into the remaining space (Figure 2.3e). This result
indicates that the water diffusion cannot be fully prevented by controlling the surface of
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the skeleton of the porous structure. Thus, porous types of adsorbent is not the best option
to enhance high oil/water selectivity and overall adsorption capacity.

Figure 2-3. (a) Polymerization process of TEOS modified PU sponge with a hydrolysis
process. SEM images of modified PU sponge at (b) 500µm and (c) 5 µm. (d) Oil adsorption
capacity of coated PU sponge with four different types of oil (e) Water adsorption capacity
of PU sponge under different water types.93
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Designing a pore structure of porous adsorbents is important for oil cleanup
performance.94,95 Interestingly, Zhao et al.,96 directly fabricated poly(dimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) sponges with porous morphology and hydrophobic surfaces by a simple
fabrication method using NaCl microparticles as the pore templates during the thermal
curing of silicone elastomer (Sylgard® 184A) with the thermal curing agent (Sylgard®
184B) (Figure 2.4a). The silicone elastomer and curing agent were diluted with a different
amount of dimethicone (silicone oil), then mixed with NaCl particles. Dimethicone was
used to dilute the silicone elastomer and the curing agent, which tune the density of the
silicone elastomer sponge. The dimethicone and NaCl micro particles was washing out
with ethanol and warm (40 °C) water, a relatively uniform porous morphology is formed
in the silicone elastomer network. This porous network morphology can be controlled by
the NaCl particles (65-297 µm) and the silicone oil quantity , which then influences the oil
absorption capacity and mechanical properties. The oil absorption capacity decreases
evidently with decreasing the size of NaCl micro particle. The oil sorption capacity of the
sponge reached a maximum when the size of the particle was 150-297 µm. The oil
adsorbency of the sponge was higher than 17g/g for dichloromethane when at the
composition between of silicone elastomer / silicone oil was 3:7. However, over 80 % of
silicone oil content shows only 5g/g for dichloromethane. As-prepared sample shows high
oil/water selectivity (Figure 2.4b). However, the oil sorption capacity of the sponge is
dependent on the oil types. A representative sample adsorbs only 5g/g for diesel comparing
to the adsorption capacity for chloroform (21 g/g) (Figure 2.4c).
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Figure 2-4. (a) Schematic image of preparing porous PDMS sorbent with NaCl
microparticles and photo image of PDMS sorbent. (b) Oil absorbency of PDMS sponge
with different composition and NaCl particle size. (c) Swelling capacity for various
solvents with a representative PDMS sorbent.
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Overall, various porous polymer sorbents have been successfully fabricated and
investigated for removing oils. Most of them are based on the adsorption mechanism with
oil molecules adsorbed on the surfaces of pores, and some water molecules can also be
captured inside the void space. The similar situation also happens in the fiber form with
both oil and water presented in the intersticial areas. In general, the porous structure that
improves permeability for high viscous oil also leads to a decrease in oil/water
selectivity.97,98 This delicate tradeoff between permeability and selectivity makes it
challenging to develop an effective adsorbent material. 99 Also, the oil removal efficiency
is strongly dependent on the viscosity of the oil. In many cases, high viscosity oil can clog
the pores located near the surfaces and stop (at least significantly slow down) the entire
liquid diffusion process. The resulting oil/water/polymer mixed adducts are diffuicult to be
recycled and reused. It remains a scientific challenge to take advantages of the porous
structure in polymer sorbents for oil spill recovery in water. The ideal polymer material
should exhibit a combination of high specific surface area, high oil/water selectivity, high
oil sorption capacity and kinetics for a broad range of oil species (including crude oil),
excellent recyclability, and be cost effective.100–103
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2.4 Surface Modification and Wettability
As discussed, some natural sorbents with high porosity and surface area are effective in
collecting oil. Despite their many advantages including abundance, biodegradability, and
low cost, it is not efficient for removal of large volumes of spilled oil in water due to poor
oil/water selectivity. Also, after the oil/water mixture adsorbed, it also creates a significant
amount of oily solid wastes. Thus, some significant effort has been devoted to improving
the oil/water selectivity by controlling the surface wettability. This approach can be applied
to a broad range of existing natural materials and polymeric adsorbents (foams and fibers).
Surface modification or wettability is a key property of materials that plays important
roles in many commercial products. Several chemical routes have been employed to
modify various adsorbent surfaces to enhance their hydrophobic properties to improve
oil/water selectivity. Both roughness and surface hydrophobicity affect oil (hydrocarbon)
wettability. One common approach involves grafting or deposition of fluorine, silicone or
hydrocarbon chain containing polymers onto the original adsorbent surfaces (Figure
2.5).104,105 Both covalent bonding and hydrogen bonding to attach the desired polymer on
the adsorbent surface can improve the hydrophobicity of sorbent and the oil/water
selectivity.
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Figure 2-5. (a) Chemical structure of dodecyl(trimethoxy)silane (DTMS), (b)
Triethoxysilane, and (c) Sol-gel films formed on the surface of sorbent.
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Zhu et al.106 reported a simple way to prepared hydrophobic and oleophilic polyurethane
sponge through solution-immersion processes (Figure 2.6b). Oils are simply removed
from the water and collected by the mechanical squeezing process (Figure 2.6a). The
original sponge was modified with nanoparticles of copper-C 11H23COOAg. The
morphology of the pristine PU sponge has a smooth surface while as-prepared PU sponge
has roughness due to coating different size nanoparticles (from 100 to 200 nm). The
hydrophobicity of coated PU sponge can be affected by the presence of C 11H23COOAg and
it was confirmed by high water contact angle (170°) of as-prepared PU sponge. These
features can be applied to enhance high oil/water selectivity. As expected, as-prepared PU
sponge showed no water adsorption and this kind of PU sponge might be a good adsorbent
for oil/water separation. However, the oil absorption capacity for lubricating oil is only up
to 18 times their own weight, which is relatively lower than another natural adsorbent
(cotton fibers, about 30.3g/g).107

Figure 2-6. (a) Schematic image of oil removal by a hydrophobic PU sponge. (c)
Preparation procedure of hydrophobic PU sponge (c) SEM images of original PU sponge
(d) and high-magnification SEM images (x2,000) (e) SEM images of coated PU sponge
and (f) high-magnification SEM images (x 40,000)
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Li et al.108 studied a graphene coated PU sponge to enhance high oil/water selectivity.
The original PU sponge (Figure 2.7b, yellow color) was coated with ɣ-methacryloxypropyl
trimethoxy silane (KH-570, Figure 2.7a) and modified graphene (GN) (Figure 2.7b, black
color). The methoxy group of KH-570 help to combine with the carboxylic and hydroxyl
groups of graphene oxide. The SEM image of the surface of KH-GN PU proves the
existence of the coating on the skeleton of the sponge, and also shows the pores (200-400
µm) (Figure 2.7c). The as-prepared KH-GN PU sponge shows high hydrophobicity
(contact angle=161°) comparing to the contact angle of original PU sponge (96.9°).
Interestingly, the adsorption capacity of the PU sponge also increased with contact angle.
The KH-GN PU foam shows 34 g/g for soybean oil while the original PU shows only 10
g/g. Hence, after the modification of the PU sponge with GN, the sponge became more
oleophilic. Interestingly, the reusability of the as-prepared PU sponge for diesel was not
decreased. This result indicated the good adhesion between the PU skeleton and the KHGN sheet maintains high oil adsorption performance (Figure 2.7d). However, the
desorption test showed some oils remain in the sponge, and it had little effect on the total
adsorption capacity. Overall, this research showed how the surface hydrophobicity is
important to enhance oil absorption capacity. However, the process of graphene coating
process is complex, and the results contain no data on the sorption of heavy crude oils.
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Figure 2-7. (a) The chemical structure of KH-570 (left) and after hydrolyzed (right) (b)
Photo and schematic illustrations of the KH-GN sponge. (c) FE-SEM image of (top)
original PU sponge and of (bottom) KH-GN PU sponge. (d) adsorption and desorption
capacities of the KH-GN PU sponge with different types of oils.
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Several other surface modification methods have also been applied to various
adsorbents, most of them are hydrophilic in nature, to increase their surface hydrophobicity
and enhance their oil/water selectivity. Despite the advantages of already-available porous
substrates and relatively simple coating processes, this surface modification method still
faces several inherent limitations in the adsorbents, including the limitation to light
hydrocarbon molecules, some trapped water molecules in the void space, and the
environmental concern in the final disposal of solid wastes. The performance of adsorbents
strongly depends on the oil properties, such as viscosity and the composition of oil
molecules. In the presence of highly viscous or/and weathered crude oil, it is difficult to
prevent clogging the pores in adsorbents. Overall, it is still challenging to develop the
adsorbent for large-scale crude oil spill recovery.
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2.5 Hydrocarbon Polymer Absorbents
It is logical to use pure hydrocarbon polymers for oil (hydrocarbons) sorption
applications. In addition to the hydrophobic surface, with similar solubility parameter, the
oil can diffuse into the hydrophobic polymer matrix with absorption mechanism and
expansion of the polymer volume. As expected, the combination can potentially provide
excellent oil/water selectivity and high oil absorption capacity. However, it is also
relatively slow kinetics to reach the saturation level in most cases. In other words, the oil
absorption performance (capacity and kinetics) of the hydrocarbon polymers are very
dependent on the polymer structure, including crystallinity, branch length, polymer
molecular weight and molecular weight distribution, and crosslinking density. 109–112 The
semi-crystalline polymer is usually not the favorable choice for absorbent material due to
its low swelling. On the other hand, when an amorphous hydrocarbon polymer is exposed
to a good solvent with a low interaction parameter (<0.5), oil molecules will diffuse into
the polymer matrix, which results in the polymer matrix swelling and volume expansion. 113
To prevent the polymer dissolution in the hydrocarbon solution, the polymer chains have
to be cross-linked to form a network structure. The absorption capacity is proportional to
the swelling ability of the absorbent polymer, which is controlled by a combination of the
cross-linking density and the absorbate–substrate χ-interaction parameter, as explained by
Flory.45 The potential advantages of oil/water selectivity and oil absorption capacity
motivate the research interest to investigate several hydrocarbon polymers for removing
oil from water.129,130
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Lin et al. fabricated nanoporous structures in the electrospun polystyrene (PS) fibers
using the polymers with different molecular weights, various solvents, and solution
concentrations.117 Polystyrene is a widely used material in food packaging and aqueous
solution storage due to its high hydrophobic property, which indicates an excellent
oil/water selectivity. The electrospinning process is particularly suitable for the production
of fibers with high surface areas and controled fiber morphologies. The as-prepared PS
fibers exhibit a wrinkled surface using high molecular weight polymer (350,000 g/mol),
while the lower molecular weight PS (200,000 g/mol) results in rough surfaces (Figure
2.8a). Interestingly, the surface morphology and specific surface area (SSA) were
dramatically changed by THF: DMF mixing ratio. At the 20:80 THF: DMF mix ratio, the
specific surface area of the PS fibers shows the highest SSA (37.72 m 2/g) while THF shows
only 0.4 m2/g. This result indicates that SSA can be tuned by changing the solvent
compositions. Importantly, the PS fiber exhibits a rapid oil swelling kinetics with the
markedly enhanced oil absorption capacities (84 g/g for motor oil within 2hr) (Figure 2.8c).
The performance is significantly dependent on the surface area. However, this research
contains no information of the polymer dissolution in the oil or any attempt to control the
crosslinking density, which is essential for the absorption mechanism.
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Figure 2-8. (a) FE-SEM image of high molecular weight of (350,000g/mol) PS(left) and
low molecular weight (200,000g/mol) of PS fiber. (b) Photo image of water and oil droplet
on the as-prepared PS fiber mat (left top) and commercial PP non-woven fabric (right top).
SEM image of PP fibers (bottom) (c) Oil absorption capacity of the PS fiber and
commercial PP nonwoven fibers for motor and sunflower seed oil.

.
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Polyolefin is the most important family of commercial polymers, commonly used in
consumer goods and industrial products because of the combination of chemical and
physical properties, recyclability, and affordability. They are the petroleum downstream
products with the best match in solubility parameters with the crude oils. Wu et al.
investigated a complex polyolefin network by copolymerization of 4-tert-butylstyrene (tBS) and divinylbenzene (DVB) monomers in the presence of ethylene-propylene-diene
(EPDM), and studying the effect of the crosslinking density to the swelling behavior and
mechanical properties.118 EPDM is an amorphous low Tg (soft) elastomer, while the tBS/DVB copolymer is an amorphous high Tg (brittle) plastic. Both EPDM and t-BS/DVB
copolymer are crosslinkable by themselves under free radical condition. In addition, some
grafting reaction between two polymer chains is also expected to form a very complex
network structure. Both polymer chains are hydrophobic and oleophilic with good oil/water
selectivity. However, the oil absorption capacity is very dependent on the network
composition and crosslinking density (Figure 2.9a). The absorption (swelling) capacity
reaches to a maximum of 34g/g with chloroform in the network containing 60 wt% of
EPDM and 3 wt% of DVB crosslinker units. Furthermore, the results showed that
increases of DVB crosslinker units reduce the oil absorption capacity (Figure 2.9b) because
high content of DVB shortens the chain length between crosslinks, which reduces the oil
swelling capability. The stress-strain relationship for the crosslinked polymer shows that
the t-BS content largely affects the mechanical properties (Figure 2.9c). Unfortunately, this
paper only reported the absorption capacity for organic solvents and low molecular weight
fuel oil.
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Figure 2-9. Oil absorption capacity of the network structures having (a) various EPDM
contents and (b) different DVB concentration with four different solvents. (c) strain-stress
curves of poly(t-BS), EPDM, and EPDM/poly(t-BS).
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Dr. Chung’s group, previously developed a lightly crosslinked 1-octene/styrene/DVB
(x-OS-DVB) terpolymer network that can remove light oil in water, as shown in Figure
2.10.51 The aliphatic and aromatic units located along the polymer chains provide the
flexibility to match the solubility parameters of various types of hydrocarbon molecules in
oil. This amorphous and low Tg (soft) polyolefin network contains the only hydrocarbon
in the whole structure, which means the absorbent with high oil/water selectivity is suitable
for oil swelling in the polymer matrix. A typical x-OS-DVB sample can effectively absorb
light oil from the water surface with a large expansion of its volume (>40 times).
Subsequently, the resulting oil-swelled gel floating on the water surface is ready for
collection. In addition, the recovered gel can be treated as crude oil, suitable for regular
refining processes. The mixtures contain no water and have nearly the same composition
as the original crude oil. During refining, the 2–3% of x–OS–DVB polymer was thermally
decomposed back to <C20 hydrocarbons (typically existing in crude oil) without residue.

Figure 2-10. Image of oil absorption of (a) 1-octene/styrene/DVB terpolymer.
(b)Absorption of toluene (70%)/crude oil (30%) mixture. (c) after swelling 1octene/styrene/DVB terpolymer with toluene/crude oil mixture.
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This x-OS-DVB polyolefin network, with a combination of oleophilic and hydrophobic
properties, and amorphous morphology, offers the desirable matrix for hydrocarbon
absorption and swelling. The oil uptake is inversely proportional to the cross-linking
density. Oil uptake with up to 45 times that of the polymer weight has been observed in a
lightly cross-linked x–OS–DVB terpolymer. Overall, this new technology exhibits a
combination of benefits in oil recovery and cleanup, including (i) high oil absorption
capability, (ii) fast kinetics, (iii) easy recovery from the water surface, (iv) no water
absorption, (v) no waste in natural resources, and (vi) being cost-effective and
economically feasible. However, one major drawback in this x-OS-DVB absorbent is slow
absorption kinetics for high molecular weight hydrocarbons with high viscosity and the
complex crude oils that contain a whole spectrum of hydrocarbons up to >C 30. In fact, the
absorption of heavy crude oil only occurs at near the surface (only 20 %) of the x-OS-DVB
absorbent matrix, and the center portion of the absorbent remained white (without oil
absorption), with low overall absorption capacity. Accordingly, there is a continuing need
for new absorbent materials that can quickly collect and retain high hydrocarbons, crude
oils, and other contaminants. In my research, I intend to develop new polyolefin structure
for crude oil cleanup with high absorption capacity and fast kinetics. Furthermore, I
introduced interpenetrated polymer network on the absorption to understand structureproperty relationship between morphology and oil absorbency.
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2.6 Conclusion
The current oil cleanup methods (i.e. booms, oil skimmers, dispersant, and in situ burns)
for removing the oil spills are not effective, and most of the spilled oils are wasted,
becoming pollutants in our air and waters. The small fractions that are recovered, in fact,
generate a large quantity of solid and liquid wastes themselves, from tons of soiled boom
and other oily waste. In general, sorbents are most often used in cleaning up oil spillage
and prevent oil spreading (Table 2.1). Natural sorbents are hydrophilic in nature and lack
of buoyancy, they exhibit low oil sorption capacity. Several surface modification methods
have been demonstrated to improve the buoyancy and oil/water selectivity with limited
success. Despite the advantages of low cost and biodegradability, natural sorbents are not
suitable for large-scale oil spill recovery application. Many research activities have been
focused on the polymeric sorbents that are relatively easy to produce in large quantities
with tunable material properties. The polymer with the combination of hydrophobicity,
porous structure, and high surface area, is desirable for achieving high oil sorption kinetics
and capacity.67 In addition, the ideal sorbent material shall be easily recovered, exhibits
good recyclability, and be cost effective.
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Table 2-1. Various oil-spill sorbent materials.
Materials

Crude oil
(g/g)

10% Crude
oil in toluene
(g/g)

Toluene
(g/g)

Type

Ref.

5.49

-

-

Swelling

76

13.9
45.9

Swelling
Swelling

68

-

9.29
32

-

24

Swelling

77

-

18.2

20.6

Swelling

78

styrene–butadiene rubber (SBR)

38

-

-

pore

79

Recycled wool based nonwoven material

25

-

-

fiber

80

-

35

38.8

swelling

81

18.7

pore

82

Recycled tyre rubber
cinnamoyloxyethylmethacrylate
and isooctyl acrylate copolymers
polyisobutylene and octadecyl acrylate
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copolymers
Recylced tyre rubber and 4-tert-butylstyrene
(tBS)
crosslinking of butyl rubber (PIB)

Docosanyl acrylate (DCA) cinamoyloxy ethyl
methacrylate (CEMA) or methyl methacrylate (MMA) monomer
Poly(dimethylsiloxane) Oil Absorbent with a
Three
Dimensionally Interconnected Porous Structure
Low micronaire raw cotton

30.5

-

fiber

83

Cellulose aerogel from paper waste

20.5

-

fiber

84

Polyvinyl-Alcohol Formaldehyde sponge

25.9

-

pore

85

16

-

pore

86

Herein we report high internal phase emulsion
(HIPE)
xerogels
Butyl rubber

15.1

-

22.3

pore
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23

-

17.8

fiber

87

1,3-oxazolidine modified PU

25.06

-

34.04

pore

88

Recycled tire rubber

14.78

-

-

swelling

89

2.4

-

-

swelling

90

Cabot Thermal Wrap (TW)

the hydrogel of chitosan-based polyacrylamide

9
-

57.6
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Chapter 3
Absorbents Based on Polyolefin Polymers

3.1 Introduction
A wide range of polymer-based sorbents have been discussed in Chapter 2. The
melt blown polyethylene and polypropylene pads and booms are used in small scale spilled
oil cleanup. Due to high crystallinity, these PP sorbents primarily exhibit an adsorption
mechanism with a limited oil sorption capacity and easy oil bleeding. The cross-linked 1octene/styrene /divinylbenzene terpolymer (x-OS-DVB, Figure 3.1) shows high absorption
capacity with low molecular weight hydrocarbons and refined oil products, reaching nearly
40 times that of their weight.119 In addition, the combination of selective hydrocarbon
absorption (without water) and tough mechanical strength offers buoyancy, stability, and
easy recovery on water surfaces. In this chapter, we will focus on a systemati study of
polyolefin-based networks, including amorphous elastomers and semi-crystalline
thermoplastics, and understanding the effects of polyolefin network structure and
morphology and how they are relate to absorption kinetics and capacity.

Figure 3-1. Synthesis of crosslinked 1-octene/Styrene/DVB terpolymer.
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3.2 Oil Swelling in Polymer Network
During oil absorption in a polymer network, there are two competing forces, including
the swelling force caused by the entropy difference between solvent molecules and
polyolefin chains and the counter swelling force by the network elasticity. As illustrated
in Figure 3.2, the crosslinked polymer chains with a network structure (Figure 3.2a) is
expanded (swelled) by oil molecules (Figure 3.2b). The presence of crosslinks affects the
swelling capacity and restricts the dissolving of polymer chains into solution. The solubility
driving force of the oil molecules with the polymer drags the polymer network to
enlargement, but cannot completely spread the polymer chains apart (dissolution) because
of the existence of crosslinks. After reaching to the equilibrium state (Figure 3.2c), with
two balanced swelling and elasticity forces, the swelled polymer matrix contains a certain
amount of oil that is proportional to the degree of swelling.

Figure 3-2. Schematic illustration of oil absorption process, including (a) a polymer
network with cross-linked polymer chains, (b) the polymer matrix expanded (swelled) by
oil molecules, and (c) the fully oil-swelled matrix balanced between elasticity and swelling
force
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The polymer-solvent interaction parameter χ can be used to explain thermodynamic
properties of the polymer in solution. Flory-Huggins proposed the interaction parameter in
the lattice model of polymer solutions. The Gibbs free energy change during polymersolvent mixing can be expressed with the enthalpy (ΔH) and entropy (ΔS) as described in
the following relation
∆

=∆

− ∆

(3-1)

When mixing with polymer and solvent, the entropy of mixing can be expressed as the
following relation
∆

=−

(

∅ +

∅ )

(3-2)

Where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, and ∅1 and ∅2 are the volume fraction of solvent
and polymer, respectively. The volume fractions also can be expressed as the follows
relation
∅ =1−∅

(

(3-3)

)

Where, w2 is the weight fraction of polymer and ρ1 and ρ2 is the density of the solvent and
polymer, respectively.
Differentiation of the residual free energy with respect to n1 yields the residual chemical
potential can be expressed in the following relation
(

−

) =(

−

)−

[ln(1 − ∅ ) +

1−

]

(3-4)

where x is the ratio of the molar volume of polymer to that of solvent:
x=
M1 and M2 are the molecular weight of polymer and solvents.

(3-5)
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The interaction parameter χ is defined for this compilation as a reduced residual potential
can be expressed in the following relation
χ=

(

−

)

(3-6)

As shown in Equation 3-7, the Flory-Rehner equation is used to characterize the polymer
network structure with cross-linking density (ρc) (Figure 3.3). The calculation is based on
the equilibrium swelling network with a suitable solvent, in which the Gibbs free energy
of mixing between the solvent and polymer is against the free energy of elastic response
from the polymer network. Wherein 2 is the volume fraction of the polymer in the solvent,
is the polymer-solvent interaction parameter, and V0 is the molar volume of the solvent.
Rearranging Equation 3-7 and introducing polymer density () give the final expression
for the cross-linking density (c) and molecular weight (Mc) between crosslinks, shown in
Equation 3-8.

−[ln(1 −  ) +  +

 ]=



−



(3-7)

(3-8)
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Figure 3-3. (a) Lightly crosslinked polymer, (b) Densely crosslinked polymer.120
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3.3 Experimental Section
All O2 and moisture sensitive manipulations were carried out inside an argon filled vacuum
atmosphere dry box. 1-decene and DVB were used after distilled to remove the stabilizer and
moisture. Toluene was purified with sodium (metal) and used for polymerization. TiCl 3.AA,
AlEt2Cl, and poly(ethylene-co-1-octene) copolymers (LLDPE in pellet form) with six density
grades (Dow Chemical) were used as received. Gasoline and diesel were purchased from a
service station of Shell Oil Company. Alaska North Slope (ANS) crude oil was provided by
the Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE), U.S. Department of the Interior.
All 1H NMR (Bruker AM-300 instrument) spectra were collected on an in chloroform-d at
room temperature. The DSC (DSC 4000, Perkin Elmer, USA) used to characterize the thermal
properties of the polymers rate of 20 °C/min under nitrogen.
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3.3.1 Preparation of LLDPE Films and Foams
The commercial LLDPE thermoplastics (pellet form) were processed into films and
foams. Both compression process and solution casting methods were applied to prepare
LLDPE films. The LLDPE compressed film was prepared by compressing LLDPE pellets
at 190 °C for 5 min, then cooling to room temperature. In the solution casting process,
LLDPE pellets (~5 wt%) were dissolved in toluene solvent under elevated temperature
conditions. The homogeneous solution was then cast onto a glass surface. After exposure
to air (inside the fume hood) to remove most of the solvent, the polymer film formed was
placed in an oven at 70 °C for 24 h. Foams were produced in 316 stainless steel cylinder
(50 ml). LLDPE pellets (2 g) were placed in the vessel. Then, the temperature was
increased to about 15-20 °C higher than its melting temperature (Tm) and filled with ethane
gas at 275 psi. After 1 hour, the vessel was placed in an ice bath (3 °C). The cylinder was
then depressurized to atmospheric conditions and cooled to room temperature, and the
formed LLDPE was taken out from the cylinder. The resulting porous morphology was
stabilized by exposing the resulting foam to air (ambient temperature and pressure). The
operation condition can control the foam morphology (cavity size and density).
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3.3.2 Synthesis of 1-decene/divinylbenzene (D/DVB) Copolymer
The polymerization reaction was conducted in a 250ml two neck flask. The flask was
initially charged with 50 ml of toluene, 10 ml of 1-decene with different concentration of
DVB (0.02, 0.2, 0.5, and 1.0 ml) in an argon-filled dry box. The flask was sealed by a
stopper then taken out from the dry box and filled with argon gas at room temperature.
About 0.1 g of TiCl3(AA) and 1ml of AlCl2Et in 3 ml of toluene were stirred for 20 min
then introduced under nitrogen pressure to the reactor to initiate the polymerization. After
about 2 h, the termination step was carried out by injecting 100 ml HCl solution (10%
diluted in methanol) by syringe into the reactor. The polymer was coagulated and washed
completely with methanol and dried under vacuum for about 8 h. About 5.44 g of the DDVB copolymer was obtained. Its molecular structure was determined by a 1H-NMR
spectra. The 1H-NMR spectrum shows the composition of 1-decene/divinylbenzene mole
ratio = 97.87/2.38.
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3.3.3 Preparation of Crosslinked 1-decene/DVB (x-D/DVB) Network
The resulting D/DVB copolymer was divided into about 1 cm in diameter samples
(thickness about 1 cm) and was heated in a furnace at about 220 °C for 2 h to obtain the
crosslinked 1-decene/DVB copolymer (x-D/DVB) as shown in Figure 3.4. The x-D/DVB
sample was immersed in refluxing toluene for 36 h. After drying at 120 °C in vacuum for
8 h, the insoluble x-D/DVB fraction was weighed to measure the insoluble fraction. The
gel content in crosslinked copolymer was determined by dividing the weight of the dried
and extracted insoluble x-1-decene/DVB fraction over the weight of the dried D/DVB
sample before crosslinking.

Figure 3-4. Synthesis of 1-decene/DVB copolymer with Z-N catalyst and the subsequent
thermal crosslinking reaction to form x-D/DVB network.
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3.3.4 Absorption Evaluation
Absorption tests were conducted following the standard method (ASTM F726-06)
using various oils. Typically, a piece of polyolefin copolymer with specific weight (W1)
was put into a graduated cylinder. About 100 times the amount of hydrocarbon absorbate
was added, then capped with a stopper. After 2 hours at ambient temperature, the free
hydrocarbon was poured out of the graduated cylinder and weight (W2) of absorbed
material was determined. Hydrocarbon absorption capacity (A) was calculated by the
weight ratio between the absorbed oil (W2-W1) to the originally unabsorbed material (W1),
using the equation A(g/g)= (W2-W1)/W1. In order to study swelling kinetics, the above
measurements were carried out from time to time (2 hr and 18 hr).
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3.4 Results and Discussion
A systemic study was carried out using a broad range of polyolefin copolymers to
understand the effects of the absorbent structure (i.e. composition, morphology, and
crosslinking density) on the oil absorption capacity and kinetics. We focused on the two
classes of polyolefin materials, including semi-crystalline poly(ethylene-co-1-octene)
copolymers (LLDPE thermoplastics) with various melting temperatures and crystallinities
and amorphous poly(1-decene-co-divinylbenzene) (D/DVB) copolymers (elastomers). In
LLDPE polymers, the partial crystallinity prevents the polymer from dissolving in
hydrocarbons. The morphology was further varied by foaming procedures to create the
absorbent with various densities, which increases the surface area and shortens the
diffusion path.
On the other hand, the integrated DVB units in a set of D/DVB copolymers provide the
cross-linking points for the amorphous polymers in forming the network structures. Also,
to understand the network structure and the structure-property relationship, the FloryRehner theory of swelling was applied to determine the degree of crosslinking and the
average molecular weight between two fixed inter-chain links (crystalline domains in
LLDPE and cross-linkers in x-D/DVB) in the network structure. The solvent includes pure
hydrocarbons (toluene), refined oil products (diesel, and petroleum oil) and ANS crude oil
(a complex mixture of hydrocarbons).
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3.4.1 Semi-Crystalline LLDPE Copolymers
Semi-crystalline PE and PP polymers with high crystallinity and a high melting
temperature are not effective hydrocarbon sorbent materials with the adsorption
mechanism. As a result, we chose six poly(ethylene-co-1-octene) random copolymers with
low crystallinity and a low melting temperature. These are commercially available LLDPE
thermoplastics with narrow molecular weight and composition distributions, prepared by a
homogeneous single site constrained geometry complex (CGC) metallocene catalyst.
All received LLDPE polymers were analyzed by 1H-NMR (Figure 3.5a) and DSC
(Figure 3.5b) to determine their structure and melting of the semi-crystalline properties. In
every 1H NMR spectrum, two chemical shifts at 0.90 and 1.27-1.30 ppm correspond to
CH3 and CH2 groups, respectively. The peak areas were used to determine the CH 3/CH2
ratio, and indicated a gradual increase in 1-octene side chain content (Table 3.1). The 1octene content in the ethylene/1-octene copolymers is in the range of 4.3 to 9.4 mol%. With
the systematical increase of 1-octene (side-chain) content, the copolymer systematically
reduces its melting temperature and crystallinity. As the 1-octene content increases, the
poly(ethylene-co-1-octene) copolymer becomes soluble in hydrocarbon solvents at
ambient temperature.
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Figure 3-5. (a) 1H NMR and (b) DSC (heating & cooling rate:10 °C/min) spectra of six
commercial LLDPE copolymers (c) Tm and Tc as function of 1-octene side chain content.
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Table 3-1. Composition and thermal properties of six commercial LLDPE copolymers.
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In addition to the pellet form, these 1-octene/ethylene copolymers were also prepared
into films (thickness = 200-300 µm) by solution-casting and melt-compressing processes.
They were also converted to foams by a foaming process to reduce further the copolymer
density, which not only increases the surface area but also reduces the solvent diffusion
tortuous path. Figure 3.6 shows the comparative hydrocarbon absorption kinetics of six
different LLDPE pellets (particle size: 4-5 mm) after coming in contact with toluene,
diesel, and ANS crude oil for 24 h under ambient condition. Evidently, the absorption
capacity of LLDPE pellets with hydrocarbons are relatively small with slow kinetics. In all
cases, the absorption capacity of LLDPE pellet consistently shows as inversely
proportional to its density and crystallinity. The crystalline domains can not involve the
absorption process and lower the overall absorption capacity. The absorption capacity also
follows a general trend of toluene > diesel > ANS oil. Flory predicts that smaller molar
volume solvent (toluene) have more swelling.
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Figure 3-6. Absorption profiles for six ethylene/1-octene copolymer (LLDPE) pellets with
(a) Toluene, (b) Diesel, and (c) ANS crude oil.
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As we discussed in the previous chapter, crude oil with a complex hydrocarbon mixture
is significantly less efficient in all sorption studies. In this case (as shown in Figure 3.6c),
all LLDPE copolymers show the absorption capacity < 3 g/g after 24 h. It is worth
mentioning that 1-octene comonomer content affects the absorption capacity in the LLDPE
copolymer system for various solvents and the refined oil products (Figure 3.6a and 3.6b).
The copolymer with less than 9 mol% 1-octene content (Tm >62 °C and crystallinity >20%)
absorbs a very small amount of hydrocarbon solvents. The combination of some crystalline
domains and dense morphology limits the swelling ability of the polymer, even containing
>80% amorphous phase. In contrast, the A-6-P pellet, with the lowest melting temperature
and crystallinity, shows a significant hydrocarbon absorption capacity, especially on low
molecular weight organic solvents (>17 g/g on toluene). However, its crude oil absorption
capacity is relatively low (< 3 g/g).
Overall, the pellet form of LLDPE copolymers is not an effective hydrocarbon
absorbents. Although there is limited absorption capacity in this semi-crystalline
morphology, these LLDPE copolymers are a good sample set for systematically studying
the effect of morphology on absorption performance. It is interesting to consider methods
to maximize the absorption kinetics and capacity by shorten the diffusion length and
improving the surface area.
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The same set of commercial LLDPE polymers were processed into films (A-x-P) with a
film thickness in the range of 200-300 µm by high pressure melt-pressing method. Figure
3.7 shows their absorption profiles with ANS crude oil for 24 hours at ambient temperature.
Comparing with the results in Figure 3.7c, the new oil absorption profiles show significant
improvement, especially for the A-6 LLDPE copolymer with lowest density and
crystallinity. The combination of shortened diffusion path length and high free volume in
A-6 sample offers fast absorption kinetics and the overall absorption capacity of ANS crude
oil is about 11 times of its own weight.

Figure 3-7. Absorption profiles for 6 ethylene/1-octene copolymers pressed films with
ANS crude oil.
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The same set of commercial LLDPE polymers were also processed into films (A-x-F),
with similar film thickness in the range of 200-300 µm, by solution casting method. The
solvent evaporation temperature at 20 °C is below the melting temperature of LLDPE
copolymers, the formed polymer films shall be less dense than those obtained by the meltpressing method. Figure 3.8 shows their absorption profiles with toluene, diesel, and ANS
crude oil for 24 h at ambient temperature.

Figure 3-8. Absorption profiles for six ethylene/1-octene copolymer casting films with (a)
Toluene, (b) Diesel, and (c) ANS crude oil.
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All the LLDPE films show significantly fast kinetics, reaching the maximum oil
absorption capacity in less than 4 h. All of them, except two densest LLDPE polymers (A1F and A-2F), show significantly higher hydrocarbon absorption capacity than their
corresponding pellet forms. Again, the A-6F with the lowest density (0.865 g/cm 3) and
thickness ~250 µm, shows the highest absorption capacity, about 35 times for toluene, 20
times for diesel, and 10 times for ANS crude oil. The general absorption capacity follows
the general trend with toluene>diesel>ANS crude oil. Also, the resulting hydrocarbonswelled LLDPE films exhibit excellent mechanical strength and hydrocarbon (oil)
retention, which are suitable for hydrocarbon (oil) storage and recovery applications.
Note that a small density difference (0.909 g/cm 3 in A-1 vs. 0.865 g/cm3 in A-6) in the
LLDPE films has a profound effect on their absorption capacities. In the A-6F, the
combination of high side chain content (9.4 mol%), low crystallinity (16%), and small
crystal size (Tm=55 °C) must spontaneously form the continuous channels between the
polymer chains, with higher free volume. This low-density morphology offers the
favorable diffusion path and interaction with hydrocarbon molecules.
Compared to the melt-blown polypropylene sorbent, which shows about 10 times
sorption capacity and adsorption mechanism with easy oil bleeding issues, this inexpensive
LLDPE A-6 film demonstrates significantly better performance. The results from the
LLDPE film study have encouraged us to explore further modification of polymer
morphology, reducing the bulk density and increasing the specific surface area.
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The open-cell foam shall offer an easy flow of the hydrocarbon liquid through the entire
polymer matrix. The LLDPE pellet was first swelled with hexane solvent (foaming agent),
then the temperature was increased to about 15-20 °C higher than its T m before pulling the
vacuum to foam the polymer matrix. The resulting porous morphology was stabilized by
exposing the resulting foam to air (ambient temperature and pressure). The foam
morphology (bubble size and density) can be controlled by the foaming agent and operation
condition. Preparing LLDPE foams with a density more than 10 times smaller than those
of starting LLDPE pellets is reproducible.

Figure 3-9. Absorption profiles for six LLDPE casting foams with (a) toluene, (b) diesel,
and (c) ANS crude oil.
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Figure 3.9 compares the absorption profiles of toluene, diesel, and ANS crude oil with
five resulting LLDPE foams that have a similar density (~0.1 g/cm 3). Except, A-2S with
relatively high crystallinity and Tm, all other LLDPE foams show a marked improvement
in both absorption capacity and kinetics. The A-6S foam saturated with toluene become
too weak to be fully recovered, resulting in a slightly reduced absorption capacity. The
absorption profiles also merged into a similar pattern with fast kinetics, reaching about 20
times the absorption capacity in 2 h and have been fully saturated within 5 h.
It was a pleasant surprise to have observed similar profile patterns independently between
three very different hydrocarbons that include pure solvent (toluene), refined oil product
(diesel), and complex crude (ANS oil). The results indicate the importance of reducing the
diffusion path into the polymer matrix and high surface area for absorbing the viscous and
complex mixture of hydrocarbons, especially for complex and viscous hydrocarbons.
This is the first experimental result to demonstrate the absorbent with >20 times the
crude oil absorption capacity, without the requirement of diluting crude oil with solvents
shown in several papers. As expected, LLDPE does not absorb aqueous solutions. The
resulting A-4S, A-5S, and A-6S foams (with low cost and easy processing) shall be
appropriate for oil spill recovery and cleanup that has been a challenging technology for
decades. It is important further to investigate the correlation between foam density
(morphology) and hydrocarbon absorption capacity. LLDPE (A-5 copolymer) was then
chosen to prepare a series of foams with various bulk density.
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As summarized in Table 3.2, a series of A-5S with the density from original 0.868 to
0.081 g/cm3 were compared with the corresponding A-5P and A-5F forms. The
hydrocarbon (oil) absorption capacity and kinetics are strongly influenced by the porous
morphology, the lower material density, the higher absorption capacity. In the A-5-S6
sample, the density was reduced to less than one-tenth of the original bulk density, and this
foam shows very high absorption capacity with all hydrocarbons. Comparing ANS crude
oil absorption capacity in the same LLDPE (A-5) copolymer but three different forms, i.e.
pellet (A-5-P), film (A-5-F), and foam (A-5-S6), the experimental results clearly indicate
the advantage of porous morphology, in particular for absorbing the complex crude oils.
Table 3-2. Solvent and oil absorption capacity of the LLDPE foams with various densities.
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3.4.2 Amorphous Polyolefin Copolymer Networks
In searching for the hydrocarbon super-absorbents, we have also studied amorphous
polyolefins, without any crystalline domains that prevent polymer dissolution but also
reduce the overall absorption capacity. The amorphous polyolefins were crosslinked to
create an insoluble polymer matrix. Due to the fact of the absorption capacity inversely
proportional to the crosslinking density, we were targeting on the amorphous network with
a very low crosslinking density. We employed 1-decene monomer121 that has a comparative
comonomer reactivity with divinylbenzene (DVB) cross-linker136 during the Ziegler-Natta
catalyst mediated copolymerization, which forms high molecular weight polymer chain
with a uniform copolymer structure, i.e. narrow molecular weight and composition
distributions. The combination is essential in forming a complete network structure with a
very low DVB crosslinks content. In addition, poly(1-decene) is a polymer with high
entangle molecular weight and spontaneously forms low density material with high free
volume, due to the long side chain in each monomer unit. They are also very beneficial in
crosslinking reaction and absorption kinetics (discussed later). Furthermore, this research
project is also benefited from a new polyolefin crosslinking chemistry developed in our
group. The polyolefin containing DVB units effectively engage a thermal cyclo-addition
reaction between two DVB units to form crosslinked network at >200 oC. The process
involves no external chemical and produces no by-product.
In a typical copolymerization, a specific monomer mixture was introduced into a reactor
containing Ziegler-Natta catalyst and toluene solvent. The polymerization was carried out
under an argon atmosphere with constant agitation. After certain reaction time and a
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specific reaction temperature, the reaction was terminated by adding isopropanol; then the
coagulated polymer was washed, dried, and weighed. All resulting copolymers were
examined by 1H NMR and GPC to determine their copolymer compositions and molecular
weights. Most of the polymers were then thermally crosslinked at 220 °C to form the
corresponding network structures.
Table 3.3 presents the polymerization conditions and results, as well as the subsequent
thermal cross-linking efficiencies based on the gel contents. The traditional Ziegler-Natta
catalyst shows an effective incorporation of 1-decene and mono-enchainment of DVB to
form poly(1-decene-co-divinylbenzene) (D/DVB) copolymers with various DVB crosslinker contents and excellent catalyst activity in all copolymerization runs.
Table 3-3. Copolymerization condition and results between 1-decene and DVB
comonomer.
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Figure 3.10 shows a typical 1H NMR spectrum of the 1-decene/DVB copolymer (B-1).
There is a band of aliphatic proton chemical shifts between 0.9 and 1.6 ppm, corresponding
to CH2 and CH in the polymer backbone and side chains. We can also observe 5.2 and 5.7
ppm (CH=CH2) and 6.7 ppm (CH=CH2), corresponding to the vinyl groups in the pendent
styrene groups (after mono-enchainment of DVB units). There is an aromatic (C 6H4) proton
band between 6.9 and 7.4 ppm. The peak intensity indicates that the mole ratio of vinyl
group to phenyl group is near unity. All resulting D/DVB copolymers were completely
soluble in common hydrocarbon solvents, such as toluene, at ambient temperature.

Figure 3-10. 1H-NMR spectrum of 1-decene/DVB copolymer (B-1).
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The resulting D/DVB copolymer solids were heated at 220 o C under argon for 2 h to
form the corresponding cross-linked x-D/DVB copolymer network. They were subjected
to a vigorous solvent extraction by refluxing toluene for 36 h to examine any soluble
fraction that was not fully crosslinked. As shown in Table 3.3, most samples with >1 mol%
DVB content show no detectable soluble fraction, indicating an efficient crosslinking
reaction to form a complete network structure. It is interesting to note taht in most known
network systems the crosslinker contents are usually significant higher than 1 mol% level.
It is also very difficult to observe a complete crosslinked network, without any soluble
fraction. In addition to the effective thermal crosslinking reaction, it is essential to have the
prepolymer (D/DVB copolymer) with high molecular weight and narrow molecular weight
and composition distributions. Two specimens (runs B-5 and B-6) with very low
crosslinking density show minor weight loss, which may be partially due to the very soft
gel particles that cause some fragmentation and loss during the extraction process.
Overall, it implies that the thermally-induced Diels-Alder [2+4] cycloaddition reactions
happened between two pendent styrene units from two adjacent polymer chains under the
solid-state conditions.124,125 The long entangle molecular weight of poly(1-decene),
minimized the possible intra-chain cycloaddition reactions between two adjacent DVB
units in the same D/DVB polymer chain. The narrows composition distribution and high
DVB reactivity shall also increase the crosslinking efficiency and reduce the unreacted
DVB units.
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Figure 3.11 compares the kinetic absorption profiles of all x-D/DVB amorphous
networks with three representative hydrocarbons, i.e. toluene, diesel, and ANS crude oil
(complex mixtures). Figure 3.12 compares the absorption capacity results of B-6 sample
with various hydrocarbons after coming in contact for 24 hours.

Figure 3-11. Absorption capacities of 1-decene/DVB copolymer with (a) toluene (b) diesel
(c) ANS crude oil.
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Figure 3-12. Absorption efficiency of 1-decene/DVB copolymer (B-6 sample) after 24 h.
The absorption behaviors are very different between pure organic solvents and complex
hydrocarbon mixtures. Toluene is a good solvent and can effectively migrate into the
amorphous network structure. The absorption capacity is inversely proportional to the
cross-linking density, and the absorption capacity can reach to >40 times for the most
lightly cross-linked x-D/DVB copolymer (sample B-6).
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On the other hand, in the case of both diesel and ANS oil cases, the absorption profiles
do not follow the cross-linking density, and all curves nearly merge into one during the
ANS oil absorption, indicating the diffusion difficulty in the dense morphology with a long
diffusion path. When comparing the absorption profiles in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.11, both
involve similar dense particle forms but different morphologies (semicrystalline LLDPE
vs. amorphous x-1-decene/DVB networks). The general slow absorption kinetic patterns
are very similar in all three representative hydrocarbons, but the amorphous x-D/DVB
network shows higher absorption capacity than the semicrystalline LLDPE.
Evidently, the crystalline domains in LLDPE cannot contribute to the absorption activity
and reduce the overall capacity. Unfortunately, the combination of low-Tg amorphous
(soft) material and naturally tacky property of x-D/DVB properties does not allow us to
prepare the corresponding film or foam absorbents, following the same strategy used in the
semicrystalline LLDPE cases.
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3.4.3 Calculation of Network Structures
The experimental results clearly show a complex structure-property relationship in the
polyolefin-based network system with a relatively weak absorbent-absorbate interaction
and strong morphology effects. As shown in Equations 3-7 and 3-8, Flory-Rehner equation
is commonly used to characterize the polymer network structure with cross-linking density
(c) and average molecular weight (Mc) between two crosslinks. The calculation is based
on the equilibrium swelling network with a good solvent, in which the free energy of
mixing between the polymer and solvent is against the free energy of elastic response from
the polymer network.
Based on the experimental results in Figure 3.12, toluene (with molar volume V 1=106.3
cm3.mol-1) is a good solvent for x-D/DVB copolymers. The polymer volume fraction (2)
in the equilibrium toluene-swollen network can be computed by the absorption capacity
with the mass densities of the polymer (=0.872 g/cm3) and solvent (=0.867 g/cm3). If
one knows the Flory , the values of c and Mc can be determined.126 However, the
determination of the  value, including both entropy (S) and enthalpy (H) contributions,
is far from perfect.
For the x-D/DVB/toluene interaction, the H value is related to the heat of mixing and
can be calculated by = (V1/RT) (s-p)2, wherein the solubility parameter of toluenes=
18.2 Mpa1/2 and solubility parameter of poly(1-decene) p= 16.6 Mpa1/2.127 However, the
S entropy parameter, associated with the dispersion forces, is a mean semi-empirical value
0.34 (with the largest deviation of 0.15) in the nonpolar-nonpolar system. The branched
polymer structure usually possesses a considerably lower S value. In this highly branched
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D/DVB copolymer structure, we adopted the low end of S= 0.19 with the calculated
=0.31 that is inconsistent with the reported Flory interaction parameter in other
polyolefin-toluene systems.123
Table 3.4 summarizes the estimated ranges of the χ1 parameter using χ1= χ S + (V1/RT)
(δs-δp)2 with the range of χS values between 0.19 and 0.34. However, ρc, Mc and the
corresponding 1-decene units between two crosslinks are calculated based on the χ 1=0.31
value. The experimental results in Table 3.4 indicate that only a small fraction of DVB
units (35% in B-1 and 18% in B-6) in the D-DVB copolymers involve the interchain
crosslinking reactions, and the crosslinking efficiency decreases with the decline of the
DVB crosslinks content in the D-DVB copolymer.
Table 3-4. Calculated ρc and Mc Values in the Toluene-Swollen x-D/DVB Networks
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Figure 3.13 plots the toluene absorption capacity as a ρc and the Mc between two
crosslinks. The absorption capacity exponentially decreases with the increase of
crosslinking density and is linearly proportional to the increase M c. It is important to note
the relatively low crosslinking density in most cases, especially for the B-6 sample with an
average of only four crosslinks per polymer chain and about 1828 repeating 1-decene units
between two crosslinks. The combination of high polymer molecular weight and the
uniform distribution of the DVB comonomer units are essential in forming this highly
swellable (but not soluble) network structure with the lowest crosslinking density possible.
The B-6 sample may reach the optimal x-D/DVB network structure that can absorb toluene
(good solvent) up to about 43 times its weight at ambient temperature.

Figure 3-13. The plots of toluene absorption capacity vs. (a) crosslinking density (ρ c) and
(b) the average molecular weight (Mc) between two crosslinks in the x-D/DVB networks.
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It is of benefit to extend this network structure calculation to the semi-crystalline LLDPE
polymer system, in which each crystalline domain can serve as a crosslinking point. As
discussed, the non-swellable crystalline domains maintain the structure integrity while
allowing the amorphous domains to be swollen by a good solvent, such as toluene. The
combination of the equilibrium toluene absorption capacity shown in Figure 3.14 and the
density of polymer () and toluene (=0.867 g/cm3) allows us to determine the 2 value.
With the reported =0.34 for the LLDPE-toluene interaction parameter,55 we apply the
same Equations 3-7 and 3-8 to estimate the density of crystalline domains and the average
molecular weight between two crystalline domains in the LLDPE polymers. The results
are summarized in Table 3.5, and Figure 3.14 plots the absorption capacity vs. crystalline
domain density (c) and the average molecular weight (Mc) between two crystalline
domains.
Table 3-5. Calculated ρc and Mc Values in the Toluene-Swollen LLDPE Copolymer
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As expected, the relatively high crystallinity (36%) in the A-1 sample results in high ρ c
and low Mc values, indicating a tight network structure with low swelling capacity. With
the systemati decrease of crystallinity in LLDPE samples, the material becomes softer
(expandable) with the reduction of non-swellable domains, and the increase of M c
molecular weight in the amorphous phase. Evidently, the A-6 sample may reach to the
structure limit, in which the 12% crystallinity still can provide the absorbent material
integrity while allowing toluene to swell in its matrix to the maximum capacity (35 times
by weight) at ambient temperature.
In fact, both ρc and Mc values approach to similar values in both A-6 and B-6 samples,
along with the toluene absorption capacity (35 vs. 43 times). Considering the size and
volume fraction of crystalline domains in LLDPE is always larger than the those of DVB
crosslinking units in x-D-DVB, it is logical to expect that the amorphous polymer will
always exhibit higher absorption capacity with a suitable solvent under an equilibrium
condition.

Figure 3-14. The plots of toluene absorption capacity vs. (top) crystalline domain density
(ρc) and (bottom) the average molecular weight (Mc) between two crystalline domains in
LLDPEs.
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3.5 Conclusions
A systematic study has been conducted to understand the hydrocarbon absorption in the
polyolefin-based polymer networks, which involves a series of semi-crystalline LLDPE
thermoplastics and amorphous x-D/DVB elastomers with various adsorbates, from pure
solvents, refined oil products, to crude oil. Although LLDPE copolymer has no chemical
crosslinking unit, it exhibits similar network swelling behaviors with hydrocarbons. The
crystalline domains provide the structural junctions between polymer chains in forming the
network and the amorphous domains allow the solvent to swell to expand its matrix.
Flory-Rehner polymer swelling theory was applied to both systems to determine the
network structures, i.e. crosslinking (or crystalline domain) density (c) and average
polymer molecular weight (Mc) between two crosslinks (or crystalline domains). With the
toluene (good solvent) condition, we observed the equilibrium absorption capacity of 35
and 43 times of the polymer weight for LLDPE and x-D/DVB systems, respectively. The
slight difference may be because LLDPE contains some non-swellable crystalline domains.
Overall, the key factor impacting the absorption capacity is the crosslinking density (c)
and the associated average molecular weight (Mc) between two crosslinks. However, the
trend does not follow with more complicated hydrocarbon mixtures, especially crude oils.
Most of ANS oil absorption curves are collapsed into a low absorption profile, with <10
times absorption capacity. In addition to the loose three-dimensional (3D) molecular
structure, the polyolefin absorbent requires a specific morphology with high surface area
and small oil diffusion path for reaching the equilibrium absorption condition. By
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fabricating a specific low-density LLDPE foam, for the first time, we have observed a
crude oil absorption capacity >26 times at ambient temperature.
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Chapter 4
Interpenetrating Polyolefin Networks as Innovative Crude Oil Cleanup
Absorbents

4.1 Introduction
Many high surface area adsorbents, such as aerogel129, zeolites130, spongy type
graphene131 and natural adsorbents82, have been investigated to enhance oil adsorption
properties. With surface modification, some surface modified porous adsorbent materials,
with high porosity, large surface area, and hydrophobicity and oleophillicity surfaces, have
shown remarkable improvement in oil adsorption capacities. Unfortunately, they also
showed some deficiency in oil/water separation and poor efficiency for highly viscous oils.
Crude oil can penetrate into a macro or microporous channels, they also tend to clog pores
in the outer layer so no further adsorption can happen132. Furthermore, even if they are
effective in absorbing spilled oil in on the ocean, the absorbents can be carried away and
dispersed by ocean tides, and thus it is difficult to collect all of them from the surface of
sea water and shorelines.
On the other hand, the polymeric absorbents, including some hydrophobic polymers
discussed in Chapter 2 and polyolefins discussed in Chapter 3, are based on a random
copolymer network structure. Both aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbon monomer units are
randomly distributed along the polymer chains. A small amount of crosslinkers or
crystalline domains are also incorporated in the polymer chain to form a network structure
that allows the polymer to swell with the oil (hydrocarbons), without dissolving the
polymer chains in the solution. With low molecular weight absorbates (solvents and oil
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refined products), the oil absorption capacity (swelling-ability) can be very high (>40 times
of polymer weight) and is reversely proportional to the crosslinking density. However, the
trend does not follow with more complicated hydrocarbon mixtures, especially crude oils.
The experimental results (Chapter 3) clearly demonstrate that absorption performance is
favorable to the polymer morphology with high surface area and short oil diffusion path.
In the semi-crystalline polyolefin cases, such as LLDPE thermoplastics, the crystalline
domains allow the formation of stable porous morphology that significantly enhances the
oil diffusion. The absorption capacity and kinetics become less dependent on the oil types.
However, the crystalline domains also reduce the overall absorption capacity. The best
LLDPE foam (sample A-5-S6 in Table 3.2) shows ANS oil absorption capacity of >26
times of the polymer weight. On the other hand, the low-Tg amorphous x-D/DVB
elastomers with very low crosslinking density do not allow us to prepare a stable porous
foam structure. Although they show excellent absorption capacity (>40 times) with low
molecular weight organic solvents and refined oil products, they exhibit poor ANS crude
oil absorption performance (<10 times). It is logical to think the suitable ANS absorbent
will possess the combination of amorphous morphology and porous morphology. In this
Chapter, I will discuss a new polyolefin absorbent material that is a mixture of both
semicrystalline LLDPE thermoplastic and amorphous D/DVB elastomer, with an
interpenetrated polymer network (IPN) structure. This IPN structure contains two
independent but interpenetrated (physical interconnection) LLDPE (rigid) and x-D/DVB
(soft) networks. The molecule-scale connectivity offers new polyolefin material with
uniform morphology and advantages of multiple physical properties and functions.
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4.2 Interpenetrating Polymer Network (IPN)
The interpenetrating polymer network (IPN) has been applied to Hydrogels that have
acrylic and methacrylic polymer backbones prepared by free radical mediated
polymerization process. However, this IPN structure is new to polyolefins (Petrogels)
prepared by transition metal coordination polymerization, due to the chemical difficulties.
Some hydrogens with IPN structures are commonly used in drug control delivery133–137 and
biomedical applications.138–140 IPN structure contains two individual polymer networks;
they are independent but interpenetrated each other (physical interconnection). The
molecule-scale connectivity offers the materials with uniform morphology and advantages
of manipulating the materials physical properties and functions, which can significantly
improve the mechanical properties and overcome some limitations of individual
polymers141.
As discussed, both polyolefin semicrystalline and amorphous random copolymer
network systems show limitations in absorbing ANS crude oil. In this study, we have
further investigated Petrogel molecular structure from a random copolymer network to an
interpenetrated polymer network (i-Petrogel). The new i-Petrogel structure contains two
independent polyolefin networks, including a rigid polyolefin network and a soft polyolefin
network, and the polymer chains in two networks are intertwined and uniformly distributed
in the whole interpenetrated network structure, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Each polyolefin
network is formed by one or more olefinic monomers with a high affinity for a target
hydrocarbon, or mixture of hydrocarbons, and either crosslinking units or crystalline
domains so that the polyolefin does not dissolve in the target hydrocarbon. The preparation
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of polyolefin IPN structure is greatly benefited from a new polyolefin crosslinking
chemistry developed in our group. In this chemical scheme, divinylbenzene (DVB)
comonomers can be homogeneously incorporated along the polyolefin chain with monoenchainment fashion, and the resulting polyolefin copolymer containing DVB units is
completely soluble and melt-processible. Upon heating to >200 oC, the resulting pendent
styrene groups along polyolefin chain effectively engage a cyclo-addition reaction between
two DVB units to form crosslinker units. The process involves no external chemical and
produces no by-product.

Figure 4-1. Structural illustration of interpenetrated polymer network (i-Petrogel).
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In the broad description of new polyolefin IPN structure, the soft polyolefin network is
an amorphous polyolefin copolymer with a low Tg of less than about 10°C and high free
volume (due to side chains and/or pendant groups from monomer units) and a network
structure (due to the cross-linking in its matrix). The rigid polyolefin is either a cross-linked
amorphous polyolefin with a high Tg of more than about 50°C and a network structure
(due to the cross-linking in its matrix) or a semi-crystalline polyolefin thermoplastic and a
network structure (due to some insoluble crystalline domains in its matrix). The polyolefin
IPN material shown in Figure 4.1 is completely insoluble in any hydrocarbons under
ambient conditions and can be processed into film and foam structures with high surface
area such that it reduces absorbate (hydrocarbon) diffusion path into the matrix. During
absorbing hydrocarbons, the matrix swells its volume to form a hydrocarbon-polyolefin
composition (i.e., gel). The combination of high affinity between the hydrocarbon and/or
polymer and/or side chains or pendant groups off of the backbone of polyolefin and the
open morphology with high surface area for shortening absorbate diffusion path enhances
the hydrocarbon absorption capacity and kinetics, especially in the cases of absorbing
viscous hydrocarbons and crude oils with high molecular weights and complex mixtures.
The major reason for developing this IPN structure is related to the preparation of foam
materials with porous morphology and high surface area for all polyolefin absorbents. Both
amorphous 1-decene/DVB and 1-octene/styrene/DVB elastomers show excellent
absorption capacity for solvents and refined oil products but exhibit difficulty for viscous
crude oils. Unfortunately, they cannot form a stable foam product, due to low crosslinking
density. In the following sections, I will focus on a specific polyolefin IPN structure that
contains an amorphous (low Tg) x-D/DVB elastic network and a rigid semi-crystalline
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LLDPE thermoplastic network, in which both polymer chains are interpenetrated and
uniformly distributed in the whole network structure. In this IPN structure, the rigid
polymer segments with continuous molecular structure offer the rigid framework to support
(stabilize) the porous morphology of soft polyolefin elastomer network with a very low Tg
and a very low crosslinking density.
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4.3 Experimental Section
Figure 4.2 illustrates the typical reaction scheme to prepare an IPN i-Petrogel material,
containing an amorphous (soft) x-D/DVB elastic network and a semi-crystalline (rigid)
LLDPE thermoplastic network.

CH2=CH + CH2=CH
(CH2)7
CH3

Ziegler-Natta
catalyst

(CH2-CH)x (CH2-CH)y
(CH2)7
CH3

CH=CH2

CH=CH2
Melt or S olution
Processing

(e)
x-D-DVB
Interpenetrated Polyolefin Network
(homogeneous x-D-DVB/LLDPE Blend)
(d)

(a)
Amorphous D-DVB
copolymer (low Tg)

thermal
cross-linking

(b)
Semi-crystalline
LLDPE copolymer

D-DVB/LLDPE Blend
with film or foam shape

Figure 4-2. Schematics illustration of synthesis of i-Petrogel.

(c)
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4.3.1 Preparation and Characterization of x-D/DVB Copolymers
The cross-linkable polyolefin elastomer is prepared using a heterogeneous Ziegler-Natta
catalyst (i.e. TiCl3(AA)/AlCl2Et; where AA represents an activated by aluminum metal).
This traditional Ziegler-Natta catalyst shows effective incorporation of 1-decene
monomers and mono-enchainment of DVB at ambient temperature to form poly(1-deceneco-DVB) copolymer with high molecular weight (Mw>330,000 g/mol). The resulting DDVB copolymers are completely soluble in common organic solvents, such as hexane and
toluene.
Figure 4.3 shows the 1H NMR spectrum of a D/DVB copolymer containing 4 mol% of
DVB units. In addition to a chemical shift at 0.8 ppm, corresponding to CH3 in the 1decene units, and a band between 0.9 and 1.7 ppm, corresponding to CH 2 and CH in the
polymer backbone, there are three bands around 5.2 and 5.7 ppm (CH=CH 2) and 6.7 ppm
(CH=CH2); and an aromatic proton band between 6.9 and 7.4 ppm (C 6H4). The integrated
intensity ratio between all three vinyl protons and the four phenyl protons determine the
vinyl/phenyl mole ratio, which is near unity. The experimental results confirm the monoenchainment of DVB comonomers in forming the processible D/DVB copolymer (a).
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Figure 4-3. 1H NMR spectrum of a soft D/DVB copolymer containing 4 mol% of monoenchained DVB units.
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Table 4.1 summarizes the copolymerization conditions and results of D/DVB
copolymers. Evidently, Ziegler-Natta catalyst shows an effective incorporation of both
high aliphatic (1-decene) and aromatic (divinylstyrene) monomers and mono-enchainment
of DVB monomer to form D/DVB copolymers with random copolymer structures.
Although aliphatic monomers usually exhibit higher reactivity than the aromatic styrene
monomer in heterogeneous Ziegler-Natta copolymerization, GPC and DSC results
demonstrate all copolymers have high molecular weights and rather narrow composition
distributions. All copolymerization reactions between 1-decene and DVB monomer show
excellent catalyst activity. As will be discussed later, the resulting D/DVB copolymers are
used for constructing IPN networks.
Table 4-1. Condition and results of preparing D/DVB copolymers using Ziegler-Natta
catalyst.

Run
1
2
3
4
5
6

Polymerization conditions
1-decene
DVB
Temp/Time
(ml)
(ml)
(oC/hr)
10
0.5
25/3
10
0.3
25/3
10
0.2
25/3
10
0.1
25/3
10
0.05
25/1
10
0.02
25/1

Yield
(%)
69
90
95
91
84
92

Polymerization results
D/DVB
x-linking
(mol%)
(%)
97.87/2.13
100
97.89/2.11
100
98.06/1.94
100
98.66/0.34
100
99.34/0.66
94
99.40/0.60
93
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4.3.2 Preparation and Characterization of x-D/DVB/LLDPE IPN absorbent
The resulting soft D/DVB copolymer was mixed with semi-crystalline LLDPE
copolymer in solution or melt, then processing to form films, as illustrated in Figure 4.4.

Heating

Figure 4-4. Preparation of i-Petrogel by a solvent evaporation process.

Upon thermal heating and then cooling down to ambient temperature, the polymer films
become a completely insoluble interpenetrated polyolefin network material that contains
two independent networks, including a thermally-crosslinked x-D/DVB network and a
semi-crystalline LLDPE network with both polymer chains intertwined and uniformly
distributed in the whole interpenetrated network structure. Both processing and thermal
crosslinking reaction can happen in one step. Heat treatment is usually part of the
processing procedure, the crosslinked x-D/DVB network structure was formed by
engaging in a Diels-Alder [2+4] inter-chain cycloaddition reaction between two pendent
styrene units in the adjacent D/DVB polymer chains. This solid-state crosslinking reaction
is very effective and without by-products, which eliminates the need for expensive
solution-removal of hydrocarbon-soluble fraction shown in many prior arts, in which the
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crosslinking reactions were usually carried out in dilute solutions with considerable amount
of intra-chain coupling reaction. On the other hand, the mobile LLDPE polymer chains in
solution or melt spontaneously form a strong and tough network structure during solvent
evaporation or cooling, respectively. Some portion of LLDPE polymer chains form
crystalline domains (physical crosslinkers) for creating an independent but intertwined
network structure.
The i-Petrogel shows significantly higher elongation and tensile strength than the
corresponding polymer blend. Figure 4-5 compares the stress-strain curves of an i-Petrogel
film with 1:1 weight ratio between x-D/DVB and LLDPE networks and a poly(1decene)/LDPE film, prepared under similar film process conditions. As prepared sample
without DVB crosslinker showed low tensile strength about 1.4 Mpa and the elongation to
break was low (about 550 %). On the other hand, the i-Petrogel film shows more than
double mechanical strength and elongation.

Figure 4-5. Stress-strain curves for i-Petorgel (Red) and two copolymer blend (blue).
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Figure 4-6 shows the TEM micrograph of the x-D/DVB/LLDPE IPN film that was
stained by RuO4 to enhance the image of DVB crosslinkers. The homogeneous distribution
of DVB units indicates that the polymer chains in the x-D/DVB network and the semicrystalline LLDPE network are intertwined and homogeneously distributed in the
interpenetrated polyolefin network structure. With the presence of semi-crystalline LLDPE
thermoplastic, the resulting i-Petrogel is tough and not sticky and has the mechanical
strength to form various structures and morphologies (i.e. films, foams, powders, etc.). The
property can be easily tuned by the mixing ratio between D/DVB and LLDPE copolymers,
as well as the DVB (crosslinker) content in D/DVB copolymer. To assess factors that
control crude oil absorption capacity and kinetics, we have prepared several i-Petrogel with
various compositions and morphologies and evaluated their performance with Alaska
North Slope (ANS) crude oil.

Figure 4-6. TEM micrograph of the x-D/DVB/LLDPE IPN film.
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4.3.3 Evaluation of Crude Oil Absorption Performance with i-Petrogels.
All i-Petrogel samples were processed into film forms, with the thickness between 0.20
and 0.30 mm, and the absorption tests were conducted under similar experimental
conditions at 25 or 0 oC, following ASTM F716-09 (type II loose absorbent procedure).
The absorption capacity was determined by measuring the weight ratio Wt -W0/W0 between
the absorbed oil to the original dried absorbent, wherein W0 is the initial weight of the
absorbent sample and Wt is the total weight of absorbent-hydrocarbon gel after 24 hours as
shown in Figure 4.7 .

Figure 4-7. Oil absorption evaluation of (a) oil without water and (b) oil on the watr.
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4.4 ANS oil absorption Capacity and Kinetics
As discussed, the strong correlation between Petrogel porous morphology and the ANS
oil absorption capacity prompts us to design the new i-Petrogel molecular structure. The
focus is not only to find the most suitable i-Petrogel composition that provides high oil
absorption capacity (interaction issue) but also the foaming ability (kinetic issue). Figure
4.8 shows ANS oil absorption profiles for four dense i-Petrogel absorbents that are
prepared by melt-compressed method (80 °C, 7.7 ton for 10 min) with different weight
ratios between

LLDPE and 1-decene/DVB (2/1, 1/1, 1/2, 1/3, and pure LLDPE),

respectively. The 1-decene/DVB copolymer contains 0.2 mol% DVB concentration.

Figure 4-8. (a) photo images of LLDPE pellet and 1-decene/DVB copolymer, (b) ANS oil
absorption profiles of several melt compressed IPN films with various D/DVB and LLDPE
weight ratios.
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The LLDPE film shows rapid ANS oil absorption kinetics, reaching more than 11 times
of the polymer weight in less than 2 hours (Figure 4.8b). However, the overall absorption
capacity of LLDPE film was not increased with time (72 h). Two i-Petrogel absorbents,
with 2/1 and 1/1 weight ratios between LLDPE and 1-decene/DVB, reach 15 times after
contacting with ANS oil for 72 h. However, the i-Petrogels with 1/2 and 1/3 weight ratios
reach only to 10 times oil absorption capacity. These experimental results show that the oil
absorption capacity could be affected by the mixing ratio of two polymers. However, the
dense morphology of IPN structure is still not effective in the recovery of crude oil spills.
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Figure 4.9 shows the ANS oil absorption curves (absorption capacity vs. time) for the
corresponding solution-casted LLDPE/x-D/DVB interpenetrated networks (i-Petrogel
samples) and the corresponding LLDPE sample at 25 and 0 oC conditions. Comparing with
the dense melt-compressed samples (Figure 4.9), all the corresponding solution-casted iPetrogel samples perform significantly better oil absorption capacity and kinetics. They
also show remarkably better ANS oil absorption capacities and kinetics than the
corresponding individual aliphatic (soft) and aromatic (rigid) polymer networks. All three
i-Petrogel absorbents almost reach to the saturation level in 2-3 hours. It is interesting to
note that he D/DVB copolymer with 0.2 mol% DVB cross-linker content was used to
minimize the crosslinking density but maintain a complete crosslinked x-D/DVB (0.2)
network structure (no observable soluble fraction after extensive toluene extraction).

Figure 4-9. ANS crude oil absorption capacity of three different i-Petrogel samples and
LLDPE film at (a) 25 °C and (b) 0 °C.
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At ambient temperature (Figure 4. 9a), all three i-Petrogel-0.2 materials performed rapid
ANS oil absorption kinetics, reaching more than 20 times the polymer weight in less than
2 hours. The i-Petrogel-0.2 with 1/1 wt. ratio reached 42 times after contacting with ANS
oil for 24 hours. Furthermore, it is very interesting to observe the results (Figure 4.9b) when
the ANS oil absorption is carried out at 0 oC. The i-Petrogel-0.2 with 1/1 wt. ratio reached
35 times, and the i-Petrogel-0.2 with 3/1 wt. ratio reached 45 times the oil absorption
capacity. All of them became highly oil-swelled soft gels. It is interesting to note that the
differences between the three absorption profiles may be associated with the recovery of
the resulting i-Petrogel-0.2/ANS oil gel. Some of them, especially the 1/3 sample, after
absorbing a large quantity of ANS oil became too soft to fully recover (isolated) from the
water surface. After contact with ANS oil for 24 hours, the LLDPE/x-D/DVB (1/1 ratio)
IPN material reaches to 42 and 37 times at 25 and 0 oC, respectively.
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The attempt of using D/DVB copolymer with 0.02 mol% DVB cross-linker units in the
i-Petrogel-0.02 IPN structure experienced some difficulty. Figure 4.10 shows the ANS oil
absoption profiles of the solution-cased i-Petrogel-0.02 absorbents, involving x-D-DVB
copolymer with 0.02 mol% DVB cross-linker units and the same three different
compositions 3/1, 1/1, and 1/3 weight ratios between LLDPE and x-D/DVB (0.02)
networks. The inconsistent results may be associated the insufficient DVB crosslinker units
that result in an incomplete x-D/DVB netwrok structure.

Figure 4-10. ANS crude oil absorption capacity of three different i-Petrogel (0.02 mol%
DVB units) and LLDPE film at (a) 25 °C and (b) 0 °C.
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4.5 Recovery and Recycling of Oil Absorbed Gel
The collectability of absorbent adducts (with the absorbed oil) is also a critical
consideration for the practical recovery of massive oil spillage on the ocean. If the
absorbent adducts form small individual patches and can be pushed away by the wind and
waves in any directions. It will be very difficult to collect them from the open sea. Ideally,
the adducts form a coherent gel structure floating on the water surface with self-supporting
network structure that can be mechanically recovered, without leaking oil. In other words,
i-Petrogel serves as a temporary oil storage vessel to prevent oil weathering and easy
recovery. Figure 4.11 demonstrates the recoverability of i-Petrogel/ANS oil adducts.

Figure 4-11. (a) i-Petrogel film contacting with ANS oil on water, (b) after 2 h absorption,
(c) recovering the adducts by tweezer from the water surface. (d) i-Petrogel flakes
contacting with ANS oil on water (e) after 2 h after application, and (f) recovering the
adducts by stirring up with a fork.
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After we placed the i-Petrogel-0.2 (1 g) in either film or flake forms on the ANS crude
oil (30 ml) that is floated on the water surface in a beaker for 2 h, respectively (Figure 4.11
a and d). Oil quickly was absorbed into the i-Petrogel materials, and the color of the film
and flakes changed to black. Meanwhile, both absorbents kept thicker and grew to a larger
volume (oil swelling). After 2 h, the film surface was wrinkled, while the flake type has a
smooth surface (Figure 4.11 b and e). No agitation was applied to pick the film type
absorbent from water surface except recovering. In flake form, with little agitation make
all absorbent coagulate into one piece of the chunk that can be stirred up at once. Both
types absorbents were easily removed from water with a tweezer and a fork while only left
clean water in a beaker (Figure 4.11c and Figure 4.11f, respectively).
The recovered i-Petrogel/ANS oil adducts, containing >97 wt.% ANS oil, show no rebleeding in water. As shown in Figure 4.12, a piece of recovered adducts was immersed in
water for more than 10 minutes, without any detection of oil leaking out.

Figure 4-12. A recovered ANS oil absorbed i-Petrogel film was immersed in water.
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In addition to effective oil recovery, the resulting i-Petrogel/ANS oil gel (containing no
water) can be treated as crude oil, suitable for regular refining processes (distillation and
cracking). In fact, the recovered gel has a composition similar to the original crude oil
(with only few % of i-Petrogel). During refining the gel, the minor component of the gel,
which is the polyolefin interpenetrated network can be thermally decomposed back to small
liquid

hydrocarbon

molecules

without

residue. Figure 4.13

shows

a

TGA

(Thermogravimetric Analysis) curve of an x-D/DVB/LLDPE (1/1 weight ratio)
interpenetrated polyolefin network material that can be thermally decomposed back to
small hydrocarbon molecules without residue well below the typical crude oil refining
temperature. Therefore, there would be little to no solid waste disposal.

Figure 4-13. TGA curve of x-D/DVB/LLDPE (1/1) IPN material.
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Figure 4.14 shows GC-Mass spectra of two resulting i-Petrogel-0.2 and i-Petrogel-0.02
(1:1 weight ratio) gels (after fully absorbing ANS oil) with ANS oil itself. Table 4.2
summarizes the chemical species with the GC retention time. It is fascinating to study the
effect of i-Petrogel absorbent to the refining capability of the recovered ANS oil. All three
GC-Mass spectra are almost indistinguishable. They are the same ANS oil mixture, and
the couple percentage of i-Petrogel polymer in the gel mixture can be completely thermaldecomposed to liquid hydrocarbon (oil) molecules. The combination of this i-Petrogel
thermal degradation property and its selective oil absorption capability (without water) is
unique, which offers an oil spill recovery process without secondary pollution due to the
disposal of recovered oil/water mixtures and solid wastes. It saves the environment and
nature resource.

Figure 4-14. GC-Mass spectra of i-Petrogel-0.2 (1/1 wt. ratio)/ANS oil (pink), i-Petrogel0.02 (1/1 wt. ratio)/ANS oil (blue), and ANS oil (black). The sample was ramped from 25
to 600°C in helium at a heating rate of 10 °C/min.
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Table 4-2. List of components of a refined ANS oil identified by gas chromatography/mass
spectrometry.
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4.6 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we have discovered a new chemical route to prepare polyolefin
interpenetrated network. This invention is benefited from our new crosslinking chemistry
that incorporates DVB crosslinker units into polyolefin chain via mono-enchainment
manner, and the resulting pendant styrene units involve a facile thermal crosslinking
reaction between two pendent styrene units to form network structure. With the available
polyolefin crosslinking mechanism, we have systematically investigated a new class of iPetrogel oil-superabsorbent polymer (oil-SAP) that contains two interpenetrated and
connected x-D/DVB (soft) and LLDPE (rigid) polymer networks. We have successfully
identified the most suitable i-Petrogel (0.2) composition with 1/1 weight ratio between xD/DVB elastomer with 0.2 mol% DVB crosslinker and LLDPE (rigid) polymers. This oilSAP shows fast ANS oil absorption kinetics and reaches the absorption capacity to 42 and
35 times of its weight after contacting with ANS oil for 24 h at 25 °C and 0 °C, respectively.
Also, the resulting i-Petrogel (0.2)/ANS oil mixture (soft gel) contains no water, but
floating on the water surface for easy recovery. The GC-Mass results indicate a complete
absorption spectrum of all ANS hydrocarbon molecules by i-Petrogel (0.2), and the
recovered i-Petrogel (0.2)/ANS oil mixture (soft gel) can be refined as the regular ANS oil.
All the combined experimental results indicate that this i-Petrogel (0.2, with 1/1 weight
ratio) shall be suitable for absorbing ANS oil under Alaska arctic condition.
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Overall, the cross-linked polyolefin interpenetrated network materials exhibit a
combination of benefits in oil recovery and cleanup, including (i) high oil absorption
capability, (ii) fast kinetics, (iii) easy recovery from water surface, (iv) little to no water
absorption, (v) minimal waste in natural resources, and (vi) cost effective and economic
feasibility. All of these advantages indicate the potential impact on recovering oil spillage
on the sea and providing temporary storage to prevent the spilled oil evaporated,
emulsified, or spread to the shoreline by wind and waves. In addition, the flake form of iPetrogel could be deployed (spreading) from a drone or airplane to save the precise time to
minimizing the weathering process on the spilled oil. The combination of excellent
mechanical strength and superoleophilicity assure its structure integrity, it shall be stable
under severe weather conditions and recovery from the water surface by the available
rotary drum-skimmer.
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Chapter 5
Scaling-up and Field Testing of i-Petrogel Absorbent for Crude Oil Spillage

5.1 Introduction
As discussed, the discovery of an effective and practical method for oil spill recovery
and cleanup is both scientific challenge and societal and industrial importance. A great deal
of research efforts has been devoted in developing new sorbent materials with some
success.142–147 However, they are still far from the practical application for large-scale
crude oil spillage in the open waters. Few of them had ever been scaled up for field tests. 143–
146

The technology implementation commonly requires many optimizations in chemistry,

processing, performance, and cost. It is essential to understand the kinetics,
thermodynamics, and product properties to minimize the difference between lab and
industrial scale productions.154–156 With some practical and commercial interest in our iPetrogel technology, we decided to demonstrate its large-scale production and field tests,
to evaluate its suitability in the large-scale oil spillage applications.
As shown in Chapter 4, we have identified two suitable i-Petrogel-0.2 materials with
3/1 and 1/1 weight ratios between rigid LLDPE and soft D/DVB copolymer, which form
an IPN network structure. In addition to learning the material scale-up process and
conditions, the main objective was to prepare 25 pounds of two i-Petrogel absorbents for
an operational evaluation at the Ohmsett facility, which was conducted by DOI and BSEE.
As discussed, the preparation of i-Petrogel material involves two steps, including the first
step of preparing both rigid and soft polyolefin polymers and then investigating the
reactive-compounding process with a specific composition of two polymers and in situ
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thermal-crosslinking reaction to form the desired i-Petrogel product with an interpenetrated
polymer network. To carry out this polymer scale-up task, we first installed a pilot plant
polymerization unit with the equipment for handling air-sensitive chemicals (catalysts and
purified monomers). As shown in Figure 5.1, this system is centered at an autoclave (1
gallon) reactor with control units for chemical feeding, heating/cooling, and agitation. A
drybox (with an inert atmosphere) was also deployed to prepare catalyst and purify
monomers. With this complete system, we routinely produced about few pounds of
polymer in each reaction cycle. This system can make 2-3 runs per day based on the
availability of purified chemicals. In addition, a mixer (50 liters) was also installed for
solution-mixing between LLDPE and D/DVB copolymer.

Figure 5-1. Images of (a) A dry box with inert atmosphere, (b) an 20 L pilot polymerization
unit, and (c) a 50-liter mixer for scale-up.
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5.2 Preparation and Characterization for Large Scale Production and Application
The first step involves heterogeneous TiCl3.AA/Et2AlCl catalyst mediated
copolymerization reaction between 1-decene and DVB comonomer to prepare D/DVB
copolymer. In addition to polymer productivity, it is essential to obtain high molecular
weight polymer with narrow composition distribution for effective crosslinking reaction,
which are influenced by the polymerization condition, such as temperature, catalyst
concentration, and reaction time. The polymer molecular weight can drop with the increase
of reaction temperature due to the dominance of the chain transfer reaction during
polymerization.157 Furthermore, a lab scale formula directly transforms to pilot plant is
rarely feasible, due to heat dispersion, impurity content, etc. It is necessary to optimize the
reaction temperature and catalyst concentration to achieve the desirable copolymer
structure. Table 5.1 summarizes three pilot reaction runs with reduced catalyst
concentration, 25%, 50%, and 75 % of the control lab scale run. This study is concentrated
on the effect of catalyst concentration to polymer conversion rate and the amount of heat
evolved during the reaction.
Table 5-1. The reaction conditions in three pilot scale-up reactions and one control run.
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Figure 5.2a shows the reaction temperature for each reaction run, which was sharply
increased for 1 h before reaching to the steady state. It was well known that the high internal
temperature reduces polymer molecular weight but increase the copolymer incorporation
and homogenity.158 The temperature usually raised linearly with catalyst concentration.
However, for R50 (62 °C) and R75 (60 °C) did increase similarly with increasing time,
because the initial temperature of R75 (19 °C) was slightly lower than R50 (22°C). Thus,
it is understandable that temperature at R50, R75 were reached a similar temperature. The
typical conversion rate of 1-decene/DVB copolymerization in the lab scale was <70%, The
conversion rate for two pilot scale runs reach to more than 80% with less catalyst,
indicating higher catalyst activity.

Figure 5-2. Scale up study of 1-decene/DVB copolymerization with different catalyst
concentration as a function of (a) reaction temperature and (b) conversion ratio (%).
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Figure 5.3a shows the 1H NMR spectrum of a D/DVB copolymer (Run-4). In addition
to a chemical shift at 0.8 ppm, corresponding to CH3 in the 1- decene units, and a band
between 0.9 and 1.7 ppm, corresponding to CH2 and CH in the polymer backbone, there
are three bands around 5.2 and 5.7 ppm (CH=CH2) and 6.7 ppm (CH=CH2); and an
aromatic proton band between 6.9 and 7.4 ppm (C6H4). The integrated intensity ratio
between all three vinyl protons and the four phenyl protons determine the vinyl/phenyl
mole ratio, which is near unity. The experimental results confirm the monoenchainment of
DVB comonomers in forming the processible D/DVB copolymer.

Figure 5-3. Characterization of 1-decene/DVB copolymer with 1H-NMR.
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The resulting three D/DVB copolymer samples were used to prepare i-Petrogel flakeform with 1/1 soft/rigid polymer ratio, following the similar processing condition shown
in Chapter 4. They were then examined the ANS oil absorption capacity and kinetics. As
shown in Figure 5.4, the oil absorption capacity of i-Petrogel (R75%) is 37 times of its own
weight after 24 h. Interestingly, the absorption capacity of the i-Petrogel is inversely
proportional to the catalyst concentration. The ANS oil absorption capacity of i-Petrogel
(R25%) reaches to 43 times, almost the same shown in the lab scale sample. In addition,
the absorbed oil/i-Petrogel adducts is also easier to recover by tweezer. Due to higher
molecular weight and lower DVB incorporation in the D/DVB copolymer (R25%) that
enhances polymer swelling and coagulation.

Figure 5-4. Crude oil absorption capacity with different absorbents and images of oil
absorbed gel.
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5.3 Field Tests
Between October 5-8, 2015, BSEE conducted an operational test at the Ohmsett facility
to evaluate oil spill recovery using two scaled-up i-Petrogel absorbents containing 1/1 and
3/1 weight ratio. They are the same i-Petrogel materials showing good ANS oil absorption
capacities (Chapter 4). This operational test was performed in two open tanks, containing
seawater and the weathered Alaska North Slope (ANS) crude oil, using 20 pounds of iPetrogel material (10 pounds each). The test focused on oil absorption capacity, recovery
of the oil/polymer adducts on water surface by mechanical skimmers, and the ability of the
resulting oil/polymer adducts to be pumped into a storage tank.
The main objective was to identify the performance of i-Petrogel absorbent and
understand the opportunities and barriers for large scale implementation of i-Petrogel
technology in an oil spilled site on an open water surface. For the oil absorption tests, a
specified amount (20 gallons) of 10 % weathered Alaska North Slope (ANS) oil was added
to a 10’ x 10’ x 3 foot deep portable frame water tank containing seawater (salinity=33ppt).
The oil slick was about 8-9 mm thick and the tank was placed in the open air (outdoor). In
order to understand the effect of the structure and composition of the materials on the oil
absorption and recovery, two i-Petrogel flakes with 1/1 and 3/1 weight ratios between rigid
and flexible polymers were evaluated under similar operational conditions. They were
sprinkled onto the oil surface in the tank, evenly covering the surface.
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During the testing period, the outdoor weather was fair with clear sky and a temperature
range between 50 (night) and 75 °F (noon). Both oil and water temperatures were
monitored during the tests. At the end of absorption period, we gently agitated the surface
with a stick for about 10 min to ensure complete contact between oil and i-Petrogel flakes.
Two skimmers were applied, including an Elastec TDS 118 oleophilic drum skimmer and
a double diaphragm vacuum pump skimmer to study the recovery operation and efficiency.
Several samples were isolated either directly from the testing surface or from the
recovered oil by the skimmer. Figure 5.5 shows several images during the oil absorption
operation. First, 3.75 pounds of i-Petrogel with a 1/1 weight ratio, shown in image (a), were
uniformly spread onto the surface of 20 gallons of 10% weathered ANS oil (40:1
oil/polymer weight ratio), shown in image (b). The mixed ANS oil/i-Petrogel surface was
left overnight (about 18 hours), without agitation (calm winds). After this spontaneous
absorption period, the mixture shown in image (c) became a film like gel material with a
relatively uniform and bright surface and some swelled gel particles. There is a viscous
fluid floating on the water surface that can be physically picked up and recovered by simple
sticks or nets. As shown in image (d), they can be effectively recovered by an Elastec TDS
118 oleophilic drum skimmer with various speeds. Although the high drum rotation speed
(>20 rpms) increased the recovery rate, it also picked up some water drops along with the
recovered ANS oil/i-Petrogel fluid as shown in image (e). It is interesting to note that the
viscous ANS oil/i-Petrogel fluid exhibits good adhesion to the HDPE drum surface and
also provides a continuous oil/i-Petrogel fluid flow toward the rotating drums during the
recovery. As shown in image (f), the recovered ANS oil/i-Petrogel fluid can also be
pumped using a centrifugal or double diaphragm pump.
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Figure 5-5. (a) The scaled-up i-Petrogel flakes with 1/1 weight ratio, (b) after spreading iPetrogel flakes onto the oil surface, (c) after 18 hours absorption time, (d) recovery of ANS
oil/i-Petrogel fluid by an Elastec TDS 118 oleophilic drum skimmer, (e) the recovered ANS
oil/i-Petrogel fluid with high drum rotation speed, and (f) pumping of the recovered ANS
oil/i-Petrogel fluid.
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Figure 5.6 shows two images during another absorption test with 3:1 weight ratio that
was carried out under similar operation in 1/1 weight ratio, except using the i-Petrogel with
a 3/1 weight ratio. The same 3.75 pounds of iPetrogel with a 3/1 weight ratio was spread
onto the surface of 20 gallons of 10% weathered ANS oil (40:1 oil/polymer weight ratio),
and the mixture was left overnight under similar weather conditions. Figure 5./a shows the
ANS oil/i-Petrogel surface after 18 hours of spontaneous oil absorption. The resulting ANS
oil/i-Petrogel adduct forms cohesive (sheet-like) gel that can be easily picked up and
recovered by simple sticks or nets, as shown in Figure 5.6b. However, the recovery by an
Elastec TDS 118 oleophilic drum skimmer requires some physical assistance to move the
sheet-like ANS oil/i-Petrogel adduct toward the rotating drums. In addition, the recovered
viscous adduct also showed some pumping difficulties.

Figure 5-6. The sheet-like ANS oil/i-Petrogel (3/1) adduct, (b) recovery of ANS oil/iPetrogel sheet by a simple stick.
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The same set of the recovered ANS oil/i-Petrogel samples were provided to all three
organizations – Penn State, BSEE, and Ohmsett – for further analysis. At Penn State, we
focused on the water contents and refinery characteristics of these recovered samples.
Water content in the recovered samples were determined by the phase-separated water. As
shown in Figure 5.7, the trapped water is slowly phase-separated from the recovered ANS
oil/i-Petrogel fluids and they are clearly observed in the bottom of sample and sample
bottles. We usually sampled the top layer of the ANS oil/i-Petrogel fluids for all the
measurements. The first experiment was conducted by diluting the recovered ANS oil/iPetrogel sample with dry toluene to reduce the material viscosity. As shown in Figure 5.9,
the mixed solution was then placed in a burette for 24 hours to separate the trapped water
and remove the contaminated water at the bottom of the burette. The water content in
samples were very low (<0.1 wt%). Other samples have significantly higher water content,
associated with the drum rotation speed, the viscosity of ANS oil/i-Petrogel fluid, and the
setting time. It is interesting to note that some different water content results were observed
by the Ohmsett technicians, despite applying a similar measurement method. The deviation
may be due to the sampling of experimental specimens from the mixed solutions, not the
top of the recovered sample as was done in our case.
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Figure 5-7. Water contents in the recovered samples with the different condition at initial
(blue) and after two months (gray) and the 2h-recovered samples after two months (inset).
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For comparison, we have also evaluated several commercial oil-sorbents under water
sorption conditions at ambient temperature. Figure 5.8 shows the water-sorption profiles
for these commercial oil sorbents. It’s clear that there are two classes of commercial oilsorbents in terms of oil/water selectivity (Chapter 2). Both PP fiber (#1) and EPDM
Rubberizer (#3) are prepared from pure hydrocarbon polymers with hydrophobicity to
prevent water sorption. On the other hand, the recycled cellulose (#2) and two polyurethane
foams (#4 and #5) are quite hydrophilic with significant water-sorption capacity, more than
5 times of the polymer weight.
Recovering oil with contaminated water is problematic; it is designed as a pollutant
instead of an asset. As discussed, a unique feature of i-Petrogel is its ability for recovery
and reuse of the oil/iPetrogel adducts. Because Petrogel doesn’t absorb water and is less
dense than water, after absorbing ANS oil, the resulting oil/i-Petrogel adducts float on the
water’s surface and is easy to see and recover. The recovered oil/i-Petrogel adducts contain
>97% ANS oil and <3% polyolefin (hydrocarbon polymer). It is very interesting to
understand the refining capability of these adducts. They are essentially the same as the
ANS oil mixture. The low percentage of i-Petrogel polymer in the gel mixture can be
completely thermally decomposed to liquid hydrocarbon (oil) molecules. This combination
of i-Petrogel’s thermal degradation property and its selective oil absorption capability
(without water) is very unique, and may offers an oil spill recovery process without
secondary pollution caused by the disposal of recovered oil/water mixtures and solid
wastes.
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Figure 5.8 Water sorption capacity with different types of commercial sorbents.
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5.4 Conclusions
Overall, we have successfully conducted the scale-up i-Petrogel production and field
tests and achieved the major milestones and targets required for the practical applications.
The operational testing results in Ohmsett were very encouraging. They were consistent
with the experimental results observed at the Penn State laboratory. We can draw several
conclusions, discussed below:
1. i-Petrogel material: We have identified the most suitable i-Petrogel IPN structure
that can effectively and efficiently recover the spilled ANS oil on seawater surfaces.
The material scale-up process, including polymer preparation and processing into
various forms, has been developed for the mass production of various i-Petrogel
products.
2. ANS oil absorption capacity and kinetics: i-Petrogel oil-absorbent is capable of
absorbing ANS oil 35-40 times the capacity under 25 and 0 °C. The absorption
kinetics are fast in the first 2-3 hours reaching 80-90% saturation. The i-Petrogel
with a 1:1 rigid/soft polymer weight ratio absorbs slightly more ANS oil to form
the viscous ANS oil/i-Petrogel fluid. On the other hand, the i-Petrogel with a 3:1
rigid/soft polymer weight ratio forms the sheet-like ANS oil/i-Petrogel adduct.
3. Recovery by skimmers and pumping ability: The Elastec TDS 118 oleophilic
(HDPE) drum skimmer (with a smooth drum surface) showed effective recovery of
the ANS oil/i-Petrogel viscous fluids, involving the i-Petrogel with a 1/1 rigid/soft
polymer weight ratio. At a high drum rotational speed (with a high recovery rate),
some water drops accompanied the recovered oil/i-Petrogel viscous fluid. The
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recovered oil/i-Petrogel fluid can be effectively pumped using the metered pump
pallet from the skimmer sump to the storage tank. However, the (sheet-like) gel
requires some assistance to be picked up by the rotating drum skimmer. In addition,
the recovered viscous adducts also show some difficulties during pumping.
4. Water content in the recovered ANS Oil/i-Petrogel adducts: The water content in
the recovered sample is associated with the viscosity of the ANS oil/i-Petrogel
fluid, the speed of skimmer drum rotation, and the sample setting time to allow for
water phase separation. The trapped water content in the samples, using the iPetrogel (1/1 wt. ratio) absorbent, are significantly less than the samples, using iPetrogel with a 3/1 wt. ratio.
5. Reusing the recovered ANS oil/i-Petrogel fluids: Based on the GC-Mass
measurements, the recovered ANS oil/i-Petrogel fluids (without water) show
identical spectra with that of the original ANS oil. Combining with the TGA results
of i-Petrogel polymer that is completely degraded to small organic molecules at <
400 °C, the recovered ANS oil/i-Petrogel fluids can be refined as ANS oil using
regular refining processes, preventing secondary pollution that is caused by the
disposal of recovered materials.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Works

6.1 Summary of Present Work
Despite the advance in clean energy technology, we are still largely dependent on crude
oil for energy and basic chemicals for the foreseeable future. A large-scale oil spill happens
rarely and makes news, but many small scale oil spills are daily occurrances in various
transport and storage facilities. Whenever, there is an oil spill accident, we should try to
recover the spilled oil as soon as possible before the weathering of the oil, which results in
more severe environmental pollutions and increases the recovery difficulties. The oil spill
in the ocean can cause wide ranging problems for the environment and biological systems.
A polymer-based porous sorbent would be an ideal method to mitigate the damages, with
many potential benefits such as easy handling, fast response, fast sorption kinetics, high
absorption capacity, and easy recovery. However, the current oil sorbent technology has
many limitations and is still not suitable for the large-scale crude oil spillage. In this study,
I have conducted a systematic study on polyolefin based oil absorbents (Petrogel) by
examining both semicrystalline polyolefin thermoplastics and amorphous polyolefin
elastomers to understand their advantages and disadvantages and the structure-property
relationship. The research results direct us to the discovery of a polyolefin absorbent with
an interpenetrated network (i-Petrogel), which contains both elastic (soft) and
thermoplastic (rigid) intertwined networks. Some key results are summarized in the
following sections.
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6.1.1 Amorphous and Semi-Crystalline Polyolefin Polymers
In this research (Chapter 3), we have systemically studied the relationship between the
polymer morphology and oil absorption capacity in both amorphous and semi-crystalline
polyolefins that contain large free volume for solvent swelling. The crosslinked amorphous
copolymer reveals that the combination of low crosslinking density but a complete network
is critical in absorption performance. It is difficult to form the desirable porous structure in
the low Tg elastomer with low crosslinking density. In the dense polyolefin elastomer, high
absorption capacity (>40 times) can be reached with organic solvents and refined oil
products with low viscosity, but the absorption capacity is poor for viscous crude oil with
slow kinetics. On the other hand, semi-crystalline LLDPE can be fabricated in different
types (pellet, film and sponge) and degrees of density. The resulting foam and casting film
were suitable for crude oil absorption with fast kinetics, but the absorption is limited by the
degree of crystallinity that is not oil swellable.
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6.1.2 IPN Polyolefin-Based Polymers
We have successfully developed a new polyolefin structure with an interpenetrated
polymer network (i-Petrogel) that contains both semicrystalline (rigid) and amorphous low
Tg (soft) polyolefin chains (Chapter 4). The i-Petrogel was directly fabricated by mixing
LLDPE and 1-decene/DVB copolymer and the subsequent thermal crosslinking reaction.
TEM micrographs and strain-stress curves provide the experimental evidence to show the
IPN structure The homogeneous distribution of rigid polymer segments offers the stability
of porous morphology with high surface area and short oil diffusion path, as well as high
free volume in the elastic polymer matrix. The combination is essential for the absorption
of viscous crude oil with >40 times absorption capacity and fast kinetics. Although the
DVB monomer units are necessary to create the network structure, too much DVB
crosslinkers can restrict the network swelling and reduce the overall oil absorption
capacity. In addition, the i-Petrogel composition can be conveniently adjusted to alter the
uptake and recovery properties by applying different LLDPE polymers with various
degrees of crystallinity and melting temperatures. Changing the mixing ratio between 1decene/DVB and LLDPE will also affect the oil absorption capacity and recovery
properties. It is interesting to note that the absorption capacity is not much affected by the
operational temperature, even in the icy water condition.
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6.1.3 Scale Up and Practical Applications
A systematic scale-up study (using 20-liter reactor) was conducted with various reaction
conditions, including catalyst concentration, to identify the most suitable condition to
prepare the 1-decene/DVB copolymer with the desirable molecular structure, i.e. high
molecular weight and controllable DVB (crosslinker) content with a narrow copolymer
composition distribution. The copolymerization reactions were monitored by reaction
temperature and polymer yield. Only a quarter of catalyst used in conventional
polymerization is required for large scale D/DVB synthesis, which excreted low heating
energy during the polymerization and the reaction temperature was maintained low and
stable, similar to that in lab scale (500 ml reactor) polymerization. The combination with
low catalyst concentration, the resulting D/DVB copolymer shows molecular weight, low
DVB content, and narrow composition distribution. This copolymer structure is most
suitable for the fabrication of i-Petrogel absorbent with high ANS oil absorption capacity
(>40 times). The results reveal that 25% (original catalyst ratio to the monomer in lab
scale) concentration of catalyst is the optimal condition for the large scale production.
BSEE also conducted large scale crude oil clean up test at the Ohmsett facility. Both iPetrogel, with 1/1 and 1/3 (x- D/DVB: LLDPE) weight ratio, shows high oil absorption
capacity (40 times), consistent with the lab scale tests, and the resulting absorbed ANS
oil/i-Petrogel adducts can be easily recovered by regular drum skimmer and transport by
pumping to storage tank. (Chapter 5).
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6.2 Suggested Future Works
In the commercialization of i-Petrogel, both performance and economic considerations
are very important. The current i-Petrogel production process involves solution casting film
and subsequent breaking the resulting (dry) film into flake form by blender, which is slow,
expensive, and not suitable for large scale production. It is still an engineering challenge
to design an alternative economically feasible method, involving polymer melt and
extrusion/foaming to create new i-Petrogel products with similar high surface area and
short oil diffusion path morphology.
In addition, it may be possible to extend the application to various operational areas and
conditions, involving various crude oils from all over the world. The i-Petrogel may also
be designed in different product forms that can be conveniently deployed in many smallscale oil spills to recover and prevent the spilled oil. Like Hydrogels, it may be further
developed this i-Petrogel technology for the storage and slow release applications.
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